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Early on a Sunday 
morning in late 
September, 
Dili's marketplace 
was deserted. 
I had last seen it 
six months before, 
bustling with 
people buying 
and selling 
vegetables ... 
if the old archway 
hadn't still been 
there-blackened 
from the flames 
but standing 
proudly-! would 
not have 

recognised it. 

- See 'Return to Dili ' 
by jon Greenaway, p1 6 
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C OMMENT: 1 

MICHAEL M c GIRR 

As time goes by 

T, YeAR" mmRENT Pcopk w'ot to know whot yom 
plans are for N ew Year's Eve . They've never asked before. It 
has also been a year for anniversaries, m aybe because at the 
end of every century and half-century there's a rush to ge t 
things done. 

It 's 50 years since the revolution in China. In the yea rs 
leading up to it, anthropologists had been digging for evidence 
of human ancestry at Chou K'ou Tien, outside Beijing. It was 
painstaking labour, led by a Canadian, Davidson Black. Work 
went on despite the warring armies of C hiang Kai-shek's 
N ationalists, the Communists and th e tra ditional warlords 
being at each other's throats nearby. 

Eventually, the team found a single tooth . It was evidence 
of human life in that area half a million years earlier. A few 
years later, Black 's colleague, Pei Wenzhong, found a 
complete skull of Peking Man. After more labour and at great 
expense, three more skulls came to light. As Penny van 
Oosterzee tells the story in a new book, Dragon Bones, the 
whole lo t went missing in the confusion that finally brought 
the Chinese Communists to power. N obody knows what 
happened to the skulls. 

The story of Peking Man is a parable for the turn of the 
millennium. Not just because 500,000 years of human history 
puts the passage of another 1000 into perspective. One thousand 
in half a million is like a day out of 18 m onths. Tell that to the 
res taurant owner who wants to charge a thousand bucks for 
a feed. But think of the effort that was lavished on finding 
one skull. Then think of some of the mos t telling images of 
the century. Think of the Pol Pot Holocaust Museum in 
Phnom Penh where dozens and dozens of human skulls are 
still s tuck to a wall to form a map of Cambodia. The h istory 
of the 20th century is a charnel house. Yet every skull has 
had as much claim to care as that of Peking Man. 

One of Davidson Black's occasional companions was 
Teilhard de Chardin, a Jesuit and palaeontologist . He believed 



that the whole story of material creation is spiritual. 
He saw evolution as a process of revelation and vice 
versa. He found not just human remains but also a 
human future by scratching at rocks. He had seen war. 
He could also see a future. 

Christians call the time before Chri tmas Advent . 
It is a time for celebrating hope. This year, some N ew 
Year's revellers will also be celebrating hope. Others 
will behave like there's no tomorrow. I would like to 
spend December 3 1 in the peace park in Hiroshima. 
There is a museum there, different from the Pol Pot 

Museum. It is spacious, quiet and simple. It invites 
the heart to grow rather than shrivel. At midnight, 
I would stand beside the famous watch that was 
recovered from the debris of 6 August 1945. The case 
of the watch is partly melted. It is frozen forever at 
8 .1 5am. It 's a reminder that time does not s tand still. 
The final Gospel reading this year in m os t Christian 
liturgical traditions s tarts: 'In the beginning was th e 
w~.' • 

Michael McGirr SJ is Eureka Street's publisher. 

C OMMENT: 2 

T OBY O 'CONNOR 

No tax please, 
we're investors 

L ASURER P ETER Cosmw <eccntly •nnounced the 
Government's long-awaited business tax reform 
package. This package follows reform s to the income 
tax sys tem through the 'New Tax System ' legislation 
debated in the Senate earlier this year. While the 
proposed business tax reforms paint the full picture 
on national taxation reform, the beauty is in the eye 
of the beholder. 

Big business and the well-heeled are applauding 
the reforms as a way of increasing our international 
competitiven ess and attracting inves tment . Less 
audible are the concerns bein g voiced over the 
unfairness of lowering effective tax rates on the capital 
income of the top end of town and jeopardising 
revenue n ecessary to fund income support and 
services for the less fortunate . 

At the core of the reform is a m ajor cut in the 
corpora te tax rate, down from 36 to 30 per cent, and a 
raft of Capital Gains Tax (CGT) regimes that will 
subs tantially reduce tax on profits . The reforms 
include: a halving of the CGT to 25 per cent for 
individuals; total exemption from CGT for overseas 
pension funds and exemptions for Australian super 
funds inves ting in venture capital; concessions to 
small business and large capital inves tment projects 
to compensate for the scrapping of the accelerated 
depreciation schem e. 

The Treasurer claims tha t the business tax 
reforms will 'produce a world competitive taxation 
sys tem and what that means is inves tment and jobs'. 
But to what degree will the promised ben efits of 
boosted investment and growth, reduced national debt 
and jobs growth be realised? And at what cost? 

Reductions in the CGT will certainly reduce 
barriers to overseas investment. Incentives directing 
investment into venture capital and other assistance 

to business may establish the climate for new industry 
development and jobs growth- but these are far from 
guaranteed. Australia has a poor record of ensuring 
jobs grow th in re turn for company tax breaks, 
infrastructure support, subsidised labour and other 
business concessions. There remains little in the way 
of an explicit requirement in these new arrangements 
for a return of jobs out of our generou s, taxpayer
funded contributions to the corporate sector. 

The introduction of across-the-board CGT cuts 
as a pre-condition for increased investment remains 
a 'getting the fundamentals right ' s trategy. It does not 
guarantee economic or social dividends for the 
common good of society. In m any instances it m ay 
undermine potential econ omic and employment 
growth. Little thought has been given to the risks 
inherent in this sys tem of privileging short-term and 
uns table speculative investment in property and 
shares over other forms of investment which offer 
lower rates of return but longer- term economic and 
social pay-offs. 

Such a ri sk is accentuated by the increased 
opportunity for tax avoidance that is fostered in a 
sys tem where the maximum rate of tax on capital 
gains is lower than the top marginal incom e tax rates 
at 47 and 40 per cent. These top rates will become 
irrelevant as high -income earners convert income to 
capital gains. C uts to the CGT are promoted as 
benefiting the increasing ranks of 'mum and dad ' 
inves tors who have an increasing interest in shares 
and property. However, the bulk of tax benefits will 
flow to wealthy investors rather than to middle
income groups, who are m ore likely to be investing 
for retirement or their children. 

But there is one group that continues to cop the 
worst of the Government 's tax reform proposals. 
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Those on low and fixed incomes are set to be slugged by the 
regressive tax on consumption and inadequate compensation 
arrangements which now appear vulnerable to potential welfare 
cuts foreshadowed by the Government. With the announce
ment of the business tax package come predictions that the tax 
cuts, far from achieving the aim of revenue neutrality, may 
reduce the budget surplus to the tune of billions of dollars. This 
places future expenditure on health, education, welfare and 
other community services at risk as the Government seeks to 
fill another potential revenue 'black hole'. 

The key initia tives outlined in the business tax package 
unnecessarily trade off equity for the attraction of investment. 

The package fails three equity goals: to raise revenue in a way 
that guarantees sustainable economic and employment growth; 
to raise revenue fairly; and to raise adequate revenue to fund 
community services and income support. Little room has been 
left for the consideration of welfare under this new tax system 
unless, of course, it is of the corporate variety. Increasingly, 
the needs of the most vulnerable and the common good of the 
community seem to be out of the picture when it comes to 
deciding who will be sharing the benefits of taxation reform . • 

Toby O'Connor is the National Director of the Australian 
Catholic Social Welfare Commission. 

COMMENT: 3 

DEWJ ANGGRAENI 

Viewed from Indonesia 
N oT coNe mm THt >nURN of violence following the E"t 
Timor poll early in September, a 22-year-old Indonesian student 
activist, supporter of Partai Rakyat Demokrasi, a left-wing 
political party, joined a protest march in New Zealand . She 
carried one of the banners and joined in the calls denouncing 
the Indonesian military's involvement in atrocities in East 
Timor. 

At the end of the march, some of the protesters lit candles, 
then another produced an Indonesian flag. The Indonesian 
student watched, wondering what he was going to do with it. 
When he brought it to one of the lit candles, she realised with 
horror what he had in mind. She rushed across and grabbed the 
flag from the protester. An angry tug of war occurred. 'I don't 
know where I got the energy from . He was twice my size,' she 
said later. Luckily for everyone involved, a sober, older protester 
intervened and the flag was saved. The atmosphere of solidarity, 
however, was somewhat broken. 

That same night, the Indonesian student contacted her 
friends in Melbourne and Sydney, and found that many who 
would have joined protest demonstrations had been put off by 
the flag-burning activities that followed many of these rallies. 
'I was new in this part of the world. I hadn 't realised that flag
burning was part of the process,' said the student. 

The incident is only one example of how easily unnecessary 
conflicts arise between Australia and Indonesia, and their 
respective peoples. The young student was angry with the 
government of the day and its military, but she shared a 
collective national pride in the flag, a symbol of hard-fought 
independence. New Zealanders and Australians do not seem to 
invest such emotion in their flags. So the protesters that evening 
took for granted that the Indonesian student, who shared their 
anger at the Indonesian authorities, would also agree to the 
burning of the flag. Any other attitude might have been 
interpreted as irrational, emotional rubbish. 

The blanket aggression towards Indonesia and things 
Indonesian, as shown by many Australian activists, stun many 
Indonesians, students as well as those who have been living 
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and working for years in this country. Many of these have been 
very critical of the Indonesian Government's policy on East 
Timor. But, facing vilification from the media and people around 
them, they eventually becam e defensive. Deep down they do 
not believe that Indonesia can be all that bad. They begin to 
look for good aspects and indications of good faith to which 
they can relate. 

The bulk of the Indonesian population, however, only hear 
good things about Indonesia, and see images on television to 
reinforce their perception of what happens in East Timor. They 
do not hear about atrocities committed on East Timorese. Some 
of what these people see and hear is true, and they know it is 
true because they meet East Timorese who came from there 
and live to tell the story. They also hear about how the 
government is trying to help some refugees from the troubled 
territory to resettle in other areas or to repatriate. 

The Australian public do not hear this information, 
however, because it is never reported here. 

On 24 September, Doug Struck of the Washington Post 
Foreign Service, published an article stating that some reports 
of m ass killings and large-scale atrocities committed by anti
independence militias and their Indonesian military backers 
could not be confirmed or appeared to have been exaggerated. 

This was followed closely by articles in the Guardian and 
the Independent saying similar things. 

In Australia only the Herald Sun's Andrew Bolt published 
the same story, on 7 October. The rest of the media have so far 
overlooked it. 

In Indonesia, Australia is now seen as a hostile country. 
And this is conveniently exploited by the authorities, especially 
the military, to stir up hyper-nationalism among the people. 
Not only does this somewhat exonerate them, but it also serves 
as a powerful diversion from the authorities' own inability to 
maintain security in the territory. • 

Dewi Anggraeni is the Australian correspondent for Tempo 
news magazine. 
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Jack Waterford 

lT-ATOm:K~~=i=l i~nde~~h~ni~~:~e:n:~s-such as the 
factor in bringing Jeff Kennett down appointment, removal and discipline of public servants-were 
depends on where one is coming from. controlled by independent public service boards. Much later, 
It could have been mere arrogance. It Australia was one of the first Westminster systems to recognise 
could have been his neglect of the rural further ways of controlling and holding public service discretion 

centres, and the failure of his rationalisations of local govern- to account, through Ombudsmen, freedom of information 
ment. It could be that the Kennett mixture of tough talk, legislation and administrative and judicial review. 
privatisation, red-tape slashing and reduced government services It has been only in recent times that ministers have again 
works with the electorate only when there is a sense of sought direct control over the appointment process. That control 
economic crisis. But process-or Kennett's complete disregard underlies much of the suspicion that has created the process-
for it-must be given its credit too. minded independents. 

The Victorian independents have a common cause with The difficulty is that patronage is still a major reason why 
independents elected elsewhere over the past decade. NSW led parties contest for power. The power of rewarding one's friends 
the way, at both state and federal levels, with characters such and punishing one's enemies is often at the heart of the party 
as John Hatton in the state parliament, and Ted Mack and Peter funding system and the basis of the networks and factions which 
Andren in the federal parliament. Over the past decade, parties establish. 
however, there has been scarcely a chamber in our parliamentary Appointment is intrinsically a political process, and one 
system which has not at some stage been hostage to can never have entirely objective ways of establishing merit. 
independents with a mission to make government more If the power of appointment were at some remove from 
transparent, under a more obvious system of checks and day-to-day politics rather more circumspection might 

General, reduced exemptions (especially for 'commercial-in-
balances. The Victorian shopping list-a strengthened Auditor- B be shown. 

confidence' transactions and 'Cabinet' documents) under UT THERE SEEMS LITTLE HOPE for such circumspection, given 
Freedom of Information legislation, and greater scrutiny of the that the major parties are reluctant even to address branch-stack-
executive by the legislature-might seem fashioned for the ing within their own parties. If branch-stacking is about 
Kennett experience, but is little differep.t from what was being anything, it is about having a say in the spoils of office. 
asked in NSW a decade ago. Branch-stacking is corrupt, and it corrupts all those who 

The independents' success helps to disprove the theory that engage in it. Yet the ALP factional system indulges in branch-
the public is interested in outcomes rather than processes, and stacking on all sides, and not a few ostensibly pure politicians 
will accept reduced goods and services if government is removed depend for their survival on deals made with various ethnic 
from its back. The public appetite for goods and services- chieftains and other vote-hawkers of unbelievable moral 
health, education, welfare, a safe environment and so on-does squalor. Such people do not make deals simply for the 
not appear to have changed much, even if people are less satisfaction of seeing one faction triumph over another: they 
concerned about who delivers them than in the fact of their do it in the hope that power will be exercised on their behalf, 
availability. Concern about how they are delivered has, if at their behest. The abuses are hardly less obvious in the 
anything, become even more significant in recent years. And it Liberal Party. 
is political unconcern about being seen to be fair and open which It is impossible to segregate the dirty deals a politician must 
has caused more political grief, and has damaged the standing do to get selected and elected from the decisions a politician 
of politicians more, than any other factor . must make as legislator or minister. It is a sound rule of thumb 

Are these facts which could have been harnessed in the that a person who has won preselection by dirty tricks will be a 
republican debate? The strongest argument against an elected crook in office. And since the process is usually not only 
president has been that election risks implying mandate, and a personal (in the sense of getting power for one person) but an 
font of power separate from the legislature or the prime minister. aspect of party factionalism, it compromises not only individual 

But most of our notions about separation of powers come politicians but whole governments. 
from a time when ministerial power was exercised directly by So smelly and out-of-control has branch-stacking become 
ministers or people under their close control, from a time before in the ALP that Kim Beazley has recognised that he must be 
vast bureaucracies or a welfare state, preceding even an seen to exercise leadership against it. The cynic should not 
organised police force. For the early modern political theorists, expect much more than press statements, and certainly no 
notions of the King or the executive were more akin to the modern valour bringing him into actual contact with the enemy. Beazley 
ministerial private office than to the modern bureaucracy. is part of the faction system and too many of his colleagues are 

When these early theories foundered in practice (cronyism, compromised. But one cannot help thinking that some ticker 
patronage and corruption on big projects such as railway in this field might not only give him some credit among those 
construction, for example), Australia devised the statutory interested in the standards of public office, but some credentials 
corporation-whose officials were subject to both parliament for real leadership. • 
and the legislature but which had protection and independence 
from the improper influence of either. In time the theory was Jack Waterford is editor of the Canberra Times. 
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TH E CHURCH 

D OROTHY L EE 

Church-bashing or truth-telling? 

0 , ""'OTH" DA ,, 'hi end cem.,ked 
to me that he thought the church had 
become a kind of whipping boy in academic 
circles: anybody at all was happy to say, or 
hear, anything negative about the church. 
Perhaps that's true of the academic world; 
certainly it is true of m any Christian groups, 
conservative and otherwise. 

The remark started me thinking. I began 
with a chastening recollection of the amount 
of 'church-bashing' I have engaged in myself 
over th e years. Was it all one terrible 
projection of my own unresolved anger? Or 
was I endeavouring to speak the truth and 
refusing the safe burrow of loyalty to the 
institution on ly because it happened to pay 
my salary? Actually, I don't much like seeing 
m yself in either camp. I'm not really a 
church-basher by nature, beca use I'm all 
too conscious of what the church, in its 
various manifestations, has given me. On 
the other hand, I know that many people 
have suffered acutely at the hands of the 
chu rch, fo r personal or political or exual or 
theological reasons. For those people-for 
women and gay people and other kinds of 
marginal beings-! want the truth to be 
told, no matter how much it hurts to speak 
the words of confession . I want to hea r the 
words because people's suffering must be 
named and injustice expo ed. More than 
tha t: only the words of confession will 
elicit the healing words of absolution. 

Sometimes I find myself in arguments 
with people in which I take diametrically 
different points of view. Here I am on one 
occasion bashing the church in an argument 
with som eone I consider naive and insecure 
who wants to hold on to the idea that there 
rea lly is a pure church, an absolute locus of 
all truth. Or on another occasion I'm 
frantically defending the church against 
the accusa tion (forget Adam and Eve, forget 
the snake) that it is directly responsible for 
the problem of evil- from the murder of 
Cain down to any present-day massacre 
you might like to name. 

Theologically, of course, the situation 
is much more complex. What exactly do we 
mean by the word 'church'? To which group 
of people, which history, which institution 

A reflection on the meaning of church. 

are we referring? Sometimes people are 
talking about their own denomination; 
sometimes i t 's a kind of postmodern disdain 
for institution of any kind; sometimes it 's 
the decisions of a particular Synod that 
they don' t agree with; som etimes it 's a 
brand of theology, sometimes a par ticula r 
hierarchy. When th e Eastern churches use 
th e term th ey m ean som ething rather 
different from us in the Wes t: for them the 

church is already holy by reason of its final 
end, its constitution as the communion of 
sain ts, the presence of the transcendent 
within its life and ritual. 

For Protes tants, there is often a natural 
antipathy to the word ' church', arising from 
painful hi storica l experience . In the 
multiplying of denominational divisions 
since the Reformation, Protestants have 
generally been the non-conformists who 
leave (or are thrown out of) the church, and 
then a ttempt to construct themselves as 
som ething other than formal, institutional 
church . The success of Protestantism in 
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creating an alternative, non-inst itutional
ised communi ty of believers, it has to be 
admitted, has not been great. The alm ost 
enti r e lac k of apprec iation for the 
transcendent, the communion of sain ts, 
the liturgy and the sacra ments is part and 
parcel of Protestantism's inability to take 
hold of any real theology of church : easier 
to retreat to individualism and parochialism, 
and ignore the rest of the world. 

For many of my Catholicfriends the word 
'church ' suggests an excluding and remote 
hierarchy which threatens to dominate them . 
For them, it means a magisterium that has 
little room for diversity, for women's voices, 
for lay participation, for deviance from the 
narrow and perfect truth of dogma. Others 
attempt to reconfigure the idea of 'church ' 
by asserting that it m eans, not the hierarchy 
and its structures, but th e ordinary people 
across a vastly diverse world w ho come 
toget her to share the sacraments, the 
struggle, the significance of the Word fo r 
th eir lives . 



Where I work we have a student-a 
woman with a wonderfully deep and honest 
sense of theology- who often asks the 
semantic question when people are engaging 
in a spot of church-bashing or church
barricading. 'But what,' she asks earnestly, 
leaning forward in her chair, eye-balling 
them and waggling her finger for emphasis, 
'what exactly do you m ean when you say 
"chu rch" here?' U su ally there's an 
uncomfortable silence-if som eone else 
doesn' t actually change the subject-and 
people don't know what to say. The question 
has never really occurred to them. For this 
particular student, who happens to be gay, 
it makes all the difference in the world 
whether ' church ' means a few blokes in the 
Synod pushing papers across a desk, or an 
autocratic episcopal figure throwing his 
weight around, or a growing army of 
fundam entalists declaiming against life in 
general or the communion of saints or the 
sacraments or the love of good, Christian 
people. Perhaps more acutely than the rest 
of us, this woman has experienced the 
symbol of 'church' as both destructive and 
creative, cruel and kind, excluding and 
embracing. Many of the definitions of 
church outlined above she can't bear, but 
others she loves and holds, knowing that at 
a deeper level they hold her. 

So where do we stand when it comes to 
that ambiva lent word 'church '? Well, 
I suppose in the end I loca te myself both 
with and against the church, depending 
entirely on how you define it (and, in future, 
I intend to follow the example of my 
student) . In a real and deep sense, I'm whole
heartedly with the church: the church not 
as a society of saints but a school for sinners 
(a dispute which was eventually resolved in 
a sensible manner by the early church ). I 
stand with the church as one who is, like 
others (to use Martin Luther's famous 
phrase), justus et peccator, justified and 
sinful. At the same time, I oppose those 
supposed defenders of the church who can't 
admit the tension, who want the church to 
be a narrow, inhospitable place that squeezes 
the life out of everyone who's not a hero, 
who think they can move from peccator to 
justus in one ecclesiastical leap. But if 
'church ' means the communion of saints 
and the sacram ents and the rest of us on 
earth struggling with the plenitude yet 
unfinality of it all, I'm with that church all 
the way, sinful and blissful as it is . • 

Dorothy Lee is Professor of New Testament 
the Uniting Church Theological Hall, 
Melbourne. 
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Grave lessons Ls MONTH's CROP OF JOURNAL ARTICLES were as rich and varied as any month's: they dealt 
with interpretation of scripture, the nature of God, church structures, moral problems and, 
on a more earthy level, with quarrels about the use of church graveyards. 

But my reading was distracted. The events of East Timor have hung over any reading 
these months. In particular, they raised the perennial question we face in any theological 
reading and reflection, namely, how to discern the value of what we read. With character
istic bluntness, Ernest Hemingway once spoke of the need for a bull shit detector to sift out 
falsity and triviality . The need for such an instrument in theology is sometimes easy to 
evade, but what happened in East Timor reminds us that theology is about large questions 
of life and death. It is therefore intolerable to treat trivial questions seriously or handle 
serious questions trivially. What might reasonably guarantee seriousness and genuineness 
in Christian theology? 

Many instruments are advertised at the theological market, each promising reliable 
performance. The doctrinal tradition of the church is said to provide a sure test, whether 
this tradition is identified with Scripture, with the statements of Councils, with the 
theology of the Catechism of the Catholic Church, or with occasional Roman statements. 
Others appeal to a less defined Catholic sense that expresses faithful life within the church. 
Personal experience, too, clearly influences how we weigh what we read. Many advocate 
the test of discipleship, the following of Jesus Christ, to help us sift gold from dross. And 
others offer the values of Jesus Christ as presented in the Gospel stories as an adequate test. 

It is desirable and easy enough to combine these various tests in theory. But it is more 
difficult to do so in practice. The claims of authority in doctrine are often made so 
unattractively that they discredit themselves. The life of the church is perceived as too 
problematic to be a standard of judgment. The values of Jesus Christ are blurred by 
historical questioning. 

In times of disenchantment, individual experience easily becomes the decisive test of 
what God is like, of what Jesus Christ really meant and means, and of what the church 
should be. But if there is no countervailing force to individual experience, we shall come 
to sing different words to the same hymns, pray different versions of the same prayers, and 
fail to find common response to the tragedies of strangers in East Timor. 

But tragedies often provide their own countervailing force. Fragmentation is met by a 
solidarity in which doctrine, the life of the church, the experience of the community, the 
story of Jesus Christ and the claim to follow him all come together. A recent Mass for East 
Timor was such an occasion. Over 2000 people were crammed into the Melbourne 
Cathedral-East Timorese and other Australians. The celebration was led by Bishop Hilton 
Deakin with the authority that comes from 20 years' commitment to the East Timorese 
people and the justice they seek. Here, people of all backgrounds and grades of commitment 
to church found hospitality in a living church. The East T imor Mass suggested that the 
personal experience by which we may safely test what we read of God is the experience of 
a suffering people, and the experience of people in solidarity with them. An experience that 
is communal and self-forgetful provides a criterion for judgm ent. 

But David Dymond (Journal of Ecclesiastical History, July 1999) reminds us that 
Christian life is lived, too, at more mundane levels. Church graveyards have generated 
English legislation for a thousand years. Tudor laws forbade handball, bowls, croquet, 
checkboard, backgammon, cards, logatting and, m ore desperately, games 'hereaft er to be 
invented'. Earlier, a group of clergy and laity were threatened with excommunication after 
disrupting worshippers by playing tennis against the church wall. After the Reformation, 
the Bishop of Lincoln comprehensively condemned 'any playes, lords of misrule, sommer 
lords, morrisse dauncers, pedlers, bowlers, berewards, butchers, feastes, scooles, temporall 
courts or leets, lay juries, musters, or other profane usage in our church or churchyard.' 

Christian experience, even in places of death, has clearly been diverse and finds its 
place. But among graveyards, Dili tests uniquely what we say about God. • 

Andrew Hamilton SJ teaches at the United Faculty of Theology, Melbourne. 
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Morris West 
1916-1999 

M ORRIS WEsT revisited his past last 
year. He went back to the Strathfield (NSW) 
campus of the Australian Cath oli c 
University, a site he had left 58 years earlier, 
when it was t h e training college for 
Australia 's Christian Brothers. 

He had entered those gates at 13 and 
exited them at the age of 24 with £40 in his 
pocket and a change of clothes in his 
suitcase. N ow he was back again, doing a 
fundraiser for an institute for religion, 
li terature and the arts- a typically generous 
way for Morris West to spend an afternoon. 
Naturally, his talk began by recalling those 
long ago days. Some of his audience would 
have been familiar with his account of his 
time in the brothers, for he had compacted 
the m onas tic experience in to his first novel, 
Moon in My Pocket (1945), a book whose 
vanity m ay be risible but whose pain and 
humiliations are genuine . Befo re the 
appearance in 1996 of Gerard Windsor's 
account of the Jesuit novitiate, Heaven 
Wh ere the Bach elors Sit, it was a unique 
insider's look at religious life in Australia, 
a necessary text for church historians. 

Back at Strathfield last year, Morris Wes t 
walked round th e refurbished buildings, 
challenging old demons and recalling his 
past. Bitterness had evaporated, but his 
judgment of those years remained constant. 
Leaving the brothers in 1940, he had been 
like a man without a shadow: he had had to 

find himself, to get a life . He joined the 
army and he got married-' much too soon', 
he said. The army made him a censor of the 
troop's letters home, thereby giving the 
future novelist a sentimental education. 
After the war, he began writing for radio in 
Melbourne and he shared in the post-war 
Catholic cultural revival with people like 
Monsignor Percy Jones and Maslyn Williams. 

A second marriage closed that world to 
him, so the Wests went to Italy, where they 
sniffed out the story of a priest working 
with street kids in Naples. From this came 
Children of the Sun ( 195 7), a book which 
brought him to the attention of US news
paper syndica t es, who employed him. 
Settling in Rome, they made their apartment 
into a crossroads for film people, diplomats, 
writers and churchmen. He wrote The 
Devil's Advocate, his first successful novel, 
in 1959, and followed it with The Shoes of 
the Fisherman in 1962, when it topped the 
US hardback fiction bestseller list . Their 
themes would becom e familiar to his 
readers: the tensions between idealism and 
power as institutional personalities defend 
their turf. 

What readers liked about a West novel 
was its moral sense: he raised questions of 
ethics and explored them through his 
characters . They were contemporary too, 
set in a world readers knew from their 
newspapers and TV, if not from their own 
lives . Their prose was unambitious, which 
made them easy to translate, as he liked to 
boast, pointing to the 27 languages he has 
appeared in. There was another bonus: they 
could be made into films. So, trained as a 
teacher, Morris West never really abandoned 
the classroom. He went on teaching through 
his novels, his didacticism becoming so 
intense that at times all the characters seemed 
to speak with the single voice of Morris 
West. Critics joked that he wrote about 
popes because it allowed him to pontificate. 

On a public platform he was a febrile, 
pass ionate speaker who electrified his 
audiences. At his 1994 Veech Lecture for 
the Catholic Institute of Sydn ey, for 
instance, he got so wound up that his 
spectacles misted over, he lost (and then 
found) his voice and occasionally punched 
his chest, apparently to keep his heartbeats 
even. The chairman, a priest, sat transfixed, 
his hand poised, he said later, to give 
absolution in case of sudden death . Yet 
when the rigorous ordeal was over, West 
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answered questions in a mild voice and then 
wen t out and ate a three-course dinner. 

West's public addresses on the 
corruptions of power won him enemies in 
both church and state who punished him in 
their fashion. He saw the church as a family 
conversation rather than a papal monologue, 
claiming, he often said, as a member of the 
hous ehold , the right to speak in the 
assembly of the household . His favourite 
character in history was Giordano Bruno, 
the Dominican philosopher burnt at the 
stake in papal Rome 400 years ago. He 
wrote a play about him, The Heretic, and 
chose lines from that play for the Morris 
West plaque in the Writers'Walkat Circular 
Quay in Sydney. At the wake of Maslyn 
Williams, two months before his own death, 
he told a friend that he was writing hard to 
get som ething finished for the Bruno 
quatercentenary in February 2000. 

-Edmund Campion 

One for all 
The fifth Ordination of 

Catholic Wom en Conference, 
,.,...., Canberra, October. 

.1. HE NURSE CAUGHT the atmosphere exact! y. 
On Saturday she'd gone AWOL from the 
conference to catch the celebrations at the 
opening of the new nurses' memorial
Canberra 's belated but welcome acknow
ledgment of the vital contribution made by 
so many Australian women during this 
century's wars. 

It was a great lunch, she told the 
afternoon OCW session, but not quite the 
contrast she'd expected. Somehow the 
celebration was all of a piece with the 
conference. Same rueful joy. Same sense of 
authentic purpose. 

It was a professional woman's tribute. 
And an apt summary of the weekend's 
proceedings. Called 'Embracing the World: 
Women, Spirituality and Church', this was 
a positive conference, open- literally, to 
all comers, female and male, from many 
faiths-and open-ended but rigorous in its 
theology and analysis of the current role of 
women in the Christian t radi ti o n , 
particularly in the Catholic Church . 

Several factors kept discussion positive. 
One was the presence of Elfriede Harth, 
spokeswoman for the Euro pean-based 
International Movement We Are Church 



(IMWAC). Colombian-born Harth, who 
lives now in France, has a commanding 
grasp of the current pastoral conditions in 
the European church (in France, for example, 
the average age of priests is 70, and 92 per 
cent of pastoral work is done by women) . 
And she has a soft-voiced reasonableness 
th a t might di sa rm eve n Padraic P . 
McGuinness. But the situation she describes 
calls for action as well as quietly m easured 
rationality. In Brazil, Harth notes, some 
parishes see their priests about once a year. 
Her conclusion: 'Either all the sacramental 
life of the church will die and we will 
becom e Protes tant, with the lack of people 
to perform those sacram ents, or they have 
to ordain those who are doing the job.' 

Another positive factor, and a boost to 
the entire conference, was the recent 
publica tion of the Australian Bish ops' 
Report on the Participation of Wom en in 
the Catholic Church in A ustralia (reviewed 
by Maryanne Confoy in October's Eurel<a 
Street). The Report served as a reference 
point throughout the weekend. There was 
much discussion of its translation and inter
national dissemination. Elfriede Harth left 
for the Rom e Forum of European Christians 
on the Monday with a copy in her bag. 

The Report documents exhaustively the 
overwhelming desire of m any Catholics, 
women and m en, to work actively in the 
church . There is no sh ortage of labourers. It 
also documents the desire of a majority of 
Au st ra lian Ca tholics t o co ntinu e an 
examination of the n ature of pries tly 
minis try and the ques tion of wom en's 
participation in it. 

The ironies were not lost on the OCW 
conference: the issue of women 's ordination 
has now been raised most prominently in 
the document published by the Australian 
Catholic Bishops, and publish ed with due 
regard for papal teaching on the matter. 

But there was no time for savouring 
ironies . East Timor, and the consequent 
issu es of justice and authentic church 
participation, turned the focus outwards 
from the beginning. And there it stayed. 

The press rel ease issu ed after the 
conference called for a full and forthright 
response from the Australian Bishops to 
the specifics of their Report. That was one 
outcom e. The other- a kind of osmosis of 
informed activism- will be harder, but more 
exciting, to track. -Morag Fraser 
Conference papers, by Elfriede Hart, Marie 
Joyce, Veronica Brady, Kerry-Anne Cousins, 
Heather Th omson and Morag Fraser will 
soon be available on OCW 's website at 
www.netconnect.com.au /-ocw 

Hot spots 
D ES PITE WHAT APPEARS to be an upsurge in genocidal activity in the past decade, life is 
becoming tougher for authoritarian regimes and fascists of all political stripes. And it's all 
because we live in an information age. 

Take East Timor, for example. In accordance with time-honoured practice, those who 
were fomenting violence on the island after the referendum on independence also engineered 
the withdrawal of the foreign media, and cut the telecommunications links before they set 
to work in earnest. After all, if you are going to slaughter people and obliterate the 
infrastructure needed to operate their country, it 's best not to have the eyes of the world 
looking over your shoulder. American senators and the World Bank are not keen on such 
sights. 

Nowadays, however, it is hard to eliminate all sources of information. In an effort to 
gain whatever knowledge he could about what was going on in East Timor, a bright reporter 
from TheAustralian contacted Dr Fred Prata, a remote-sensing expert at CSIRO Atmospheric 
Research. 'Do you have any satellite images of East Timor?' the reporter asked. Although 
he couldn't provide anything useful at the time, the query started Fred Prata thinking. 

It didn' t take him long to begin working on data from the Along Track Scanning 
Radiometer, a sensitive instrument developed by researchers in Australia and the UK, and 
mounted on the ERS-2 satellite of the European Space Agency which passes over East 
Timor one night in three. The main purpose of the device is to m easure sea surface 
temperatures for work on climate change. But it detects heat sources in general, and has 
been used to spot forest fires and pick up hot spots in volcanoes in the hope of predicting 
imminent eruptions. 

Prata developed software which not only showed the fires on land, but also provided an 
estimate of their heat and area. He then applied his analysis to East Timor on 6 and 9 
September, not sure whether anything would show up. But thefires were clearly there. And 
when he pulled out a map of the island, he found, to his distress, that many of them 
correlated with the major human settlements. 

This evidence of the mayhem on East Timor, together with information on the extent 
of the fires and when they occurred, has now been posted on the web (at www .easttimor.com 
or at www.dar.csiro.au/ info/general/East%20Timor/fires.htm) where it is publicly available 
to anyone with an internet connection and a modem, including members of the World Bank 
and the students demonstrating in Jakarta against the actions of the Indonesian army. 

Such freely available information of dark deeds can be a powerful weapon. Just ask 
Amnesty International. As all authoritarian regimes know, control of information is the 
first step to assuming overall control. Inforn1ation from foreign radio and television, for 
example, helped bring down the Iron Curtain. 

Now, via the internet, activists against repressive regimes have the capacity to go much 
further . There have been recent press reports, for instance, of groups threatening Indonesia 
with what the British science weekly, New Scientist, has dubbed 'hactivism'-a campaign 
of cyber-guerrilla warfare where hackers burrow into computers and wreak havoc, disrupting 
communications, draining bank accounts, and altering government and military documents. 

Nobel Peace Prize laureate Jose Ramos-Horta claims that members of a hacker group 
contacted him, told him they were sympathetic to his cause, and showed him how they 
could access bank accounts in Indonesia. 'I've been categorically assured that not one life 
will be lost,' New Scientist quotes him as saying. 

Archimedes finds such a statement disturbing-akin to the old idea that white-collar 
crime, such as embezzlement, causes less harm than armed robbery, because it does not 
involve overt violence. 

But even if, like Archimedes, you find the ethics of 'hactivism' highly questionable, it 
is yet one more example of how the information revolution is beginning to blow up in the 
faces of those who seek power and control at any cost. • 

Tim Thwaites is a freelance science writer. 
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In perspective 
I FLEW INTO Indonesia on Sunday 
5 September, the day after the results of the 
Timor Referendum were announced. 

While waiting in transit in Jakarta airport 
for my flight to West Sumatra, I picked up 
a newspaper. Reports told of the reactions 
of Indonesian politicians to the referendum 
results-dismay, disappointmen t and 
bitterness. As I sat in the airport lounge, 
I felt that something momentous or even 
terrible was about to occur. 

Over the next four days, I attended a 
conference at Andalas U ni versi ty in Padang, 
the bustling provincial capital of West 
Sumatra. During the meals and coffee breaks 
that punctuated the formal sessions, people 
gathered around the television to watch 
Indonesian coverage of the unfolding drama 
in East Timor. There were numerous talking 
heads and shots of meetings in Jakarta. 
However, whatever was taking place in 
Dili was anything but obvious. 

By Tuesday 7 September, news filtered 
through of large demonstrations in 
Australia. Protesters had burnt the 
Indonesian flag. As I was the only Australian 
at the conference, Dutch and American 
colleagues began to approach me. An 
American resident in Jakarta said, 'Last 
night I saw your Foreign Minister on CNN. 
He said that Australia couldn't just send 
troops to East Timor because that would 
amount to an invasion. OK, the situation is 

serious, but couldn't he find a more 
diplomatic way of m.aking his point? This 
makes it sound like Australia is contem
plating a war.' 

That afternoon I caught a delman, one 
of the charming horse and cart affairs that 
serve Padang. Sitting in the two-wheeled 
buggy with a wizened old man, I asked 
about the local situation. 'It is OK here, not 
like Aceh,' he told m e. 'Everything is safe.' 
The horse plodded along, the delman swayed 
in time and for a moment the troubles in 
East Timor were a universe away. Then, in 
the centre of Padang, I picked up a local 
paper. 'Warships Prepared for Combat in 
the Face of Australian Threat' said the 
headline. Dismayed, I retreated to my hotel 
room to watch CNN. 

The next day, during a coffee break at 
the conference, delegates discussed the 
burning of the Indonesian flag and the 
'aggressive' stance taken by Australia. 
A lecturer from the local university who 
had studied in Australia pointed out that 
Australia was afraid of Indonesia. He had 
heard of a novel that offered a fictionalised 
account of an Indonesian invasion. Another 
local academic said that Australian aid was 
calculated-Australia always expected 
something in return. As things were turning 
altogether too serious, I tried to lighten up 
the conversation with a joke. 'Well,' I said, 
'there is an Australian saying: no such thing 
as a free lunch.' The tension broke, and they 
told me of a similar Indonesian maxim: 
'Behind the rock, there is a shrimp.' In other 
words, in human affairs there is usually a 
hidden agenda. 
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After the conference, I took a trip with 
a friend into the Sumatran highlands . For 
some days we sat by the serene waters of 
Lake Maninjau. The tranquillity of the lake 
might have reduced us to reverie, but I had 
brought a shortwave radio. 

I met another lecturer from Padang's 
university, who had also attended the 
conference. We sat talking by the lake, and 
inevitably our conversation turned to East 
Timor. He told me the Indonesian side: the 
army had entered East Timor, with the 
tacit support of the West, to counter the 
threat of communism. Now, after investing 
so much time, effort and valuable resources, 

Indonesia reluctantly had to let go. Polite 
and reasonable, he also hinted at deeper 
feelings of bitterness, humiliation and 
defeat. I offered another version. Perhaps 
we could compare the conflict in East Timor 
with a dispute in a village. Here, when two 
parties have a quarrel, according to village 
customs known as adat, the case is taken to 
village elders for mediation. However, if 
one side refuses to negotiate and resorts to 
violence, then the conflict escalates and 
might never be resolved. The problem in 
East Timor, I suggested, was that the 
Indonesian military had used violence to 
resolve the issue. Many Timorese never 
accepted 'integration' with Indonesia. As a 
consequence, the conflict had never been 
solved. In this sense, the East Timor problem 
could be seen as yet another legacy left by 
Suharto- from a time when generals used 
military force to solve problems that should 
have been resolved through negotiation. 
He liked this way of looking at the problem, 
and we parted on friendly terms. 

That night my friend and I retreated to 
a restaurant for dinner. The restaurant's 
occupants usually watched the soccer, but 
tonight we were tuned in to a speech by 
President Habibie. He announced that 
Indonesia was giving in to international 
pressure and accepting an international 



peacekeeping force. On at least two 
occasions, the camera panned over the 
ministers standing by the podium. General 
Wiranto, the head of the armed forces, 
looked extreme! y tense, as if he could hardly 
contain his feelings. 

A few days later I flew into Jakarta . By 
now things had escalated. The Indonesian 
press reported the crisis, with pictures of 
East Timorese refugees. But while the inter
national press told a story of organised 
killing and forced evacuations, the 
Indonesian press fo cused more on the role 
of Australia . The newspapers showed photos 
of a flotilla of Australian ships heading to 
East Timor. In Indonesia, the story shifted 
from one of human rights abuses committed 
by military-trained militias out of control 
to one of Australian 'aggression' and the 
affront to Indonesia's dignity . 

From an Indonesian p ersp ec tiv e, 
Australia's int eres t in Eas t Timor is 
anything but neutral. ('Behind a rock, there 
is a shrimp. ') Indonesians did not want 
Australia to take a leadership role in the 
peacekeeping force. 'If Australia wants to 
guard its relations with Indonesia,' one 
fri end said, 'why can ' t it let someone else 
take the leadership role?' Other friends 
speculated about why Australia was ' taking 
over' East Timor-was it the oil or were 
there uranium deposits, or did the US want 
to open a base in East Timor? 

While catching up with friends, I found 
myself engaged in continual conversations 
about East Timor. A senior official in a 
state ministry talked of the crisis at great 
length . When we m et she gave me a news 
clipping. The headline read: 'T error Towards 
Indonesian Citizens in Australia'. The story 
told of the grea t pressures applied to 
Indonesian students. For example, the story 
reported that at Sydney's University of 
T echnology one student experienced the 
humiliation of being refused entry into a 
lift because he was Indonesian . When 
another Indonesian student entered a bus, 
the driver asked if he was from Indonesia . 
When he said he was, the driver then told 
him to get off. Australia might call itself a 
champion of human rights, but Australian 
behaviour fell well short of ideal, the article 
suggested. 

Refracted through local news reports, 
the statements of Australian politicians 
were seen as insensitive and even arrogant . 
When Indonesia cancelled the security pact 
with Australia, it was reported that John 
Howard had su gges ted that Australia 
expected this to occur, and that the treaty 
had no substance in any case. Howard's 
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Getting justice in 
proportion 

IN MY LAST COLUMN, I made a preliminary 
skirmish into the thorny territory of 
Aboriginal crime rates and the over
representation of Aboriginal people in our 
jails. My general conclusion was in line 
with that of the Australian Institute of 
Criminology: ' the principal causal factor of 
Indigenous over-representation in prison is 
the generally low status of the Indigenous 
community in Australia, both in socio
economic terms and in terms of patterns of 
discrimination. ' 

This is, of course, unsatisfactorily 
general. Some might even regard it as stating 
nothing but the 'bleeding obvious'. I want 
to take the discussion in this column beyond 
m ere hand-wringing. 

From the redneck law-and-order carry
on, you'd think most crimes west of the 
Dividing Range are committed by bad (black) 
individuals victimising innocent (white) 
communities. Accordingly, the answer is 
to become more punitive, to adopt zero 
tolerance policy towards crime. 

Crime in rural Australia is, of course, a 
much more complex phenomenon than this. 
One of the least-known (or leas t-discussed) 
facts behind the debate about Aboriginal 
crime rates is that the victims of the most 
serious crimes committed by Aborigines, 
particular! y crimes of violence, are 
predominantly Aboriginal themselves. (And 
Aborigines would argue that the police have 
always taken a zero- tolerance attitude 
towards them anyway.) 

While the redneck lobby's diagnoses and 
prescriptions can be discounted on the basis 
that they are (consciously or unconsciously) 
racist, on the Left there is a tendency to 
avoid unpleasant facts concerning 
Aboriginal crime rates, probably because 
acknowledging that the problem is serious 
may provide aid and comfort to the enemy. 
It is much easier, for example, to suggest 
that judges and magistrates be 're-educated' 
so as to be more sensitive to Aboriginal 
history, culture and aspirations than, say, 
to address the issue of wife-bashing by 
Aboriginal m en. 

Men who bash the women closest to 
them are not, by and large, evil insensitive 
psychopaths. They are men who break under 
pressure and explode. To say this is in no 
way to blame the victims, nor to excuse the 
crimes these men commit. But we must ask 

the questions: What is the source of this 
pressure? How can we relieve it? 

We know from Australian and overseas 
research that serious problems of violence 
and petty crime are often associated with 
serious social problems, in particular 
unemployment and wide income 
inequalities. This is not to suggest that 
poor people are bad or that poverty, of i tself, 
is directly related to criminal conduct. 
Nonetheless, there is a link between crime 
and poverty-two thirds of the imprisoned 
population are unemployed at the time of 
their arrests and only about 15 per cent of 
prisoners have completed school. 

According to the Australian Institute of 
Criminology (AIC), Aboriginal people are 
imprisoned at about 14 times the rate of 
non-Indigenous people. But the unemployed 
(Indigenous and otherwise) are imprisoned 
at a rate more than double that rate. The 
AIC concludes from this that ' the effect of 
being unemployed is over twice the effect 
of being Indigenous. As Indigenous people 
have a much greater chance of being 
unemployed, the potential for reducing 
Indigenous imprisonment by addressing 
unemployment and its causes is considerable.' 

The AIC draws similar conclusions 
concerning education. An Aborigine who 
fails to complete secondary edu cation is 
130 times more likely to go to jail than a non
Indigenous person who finishes high school. 

While the AIC thinks that criminal 
justice could undoubtedly lift its game 
concerning Aborigines, 'it is the social and 
economic policies which are far more likely 
to be effective in reducing disparities in 
rates of imprisonment'. 

Of course, we lawyers can't sit in our 
courthouses enjoying the purity of our 
discipline while outside the community 
leaders, social workers, priests, teachers 
and politicians go about the business of 
bringing the world to rights. The real 
challenge is to find ways of involving 
Aboriginal people more in the processe of 
courts, especially children's or youth courts, 
so that they feel that the processes are for 
them, and are theirs, not an alien imposi
tion, and that the outcomes satisfy their 
needs for justice in their communities. • 

Seamus O'Shaughnessy is a country 
magistrate. 
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other statements seemed to rub salt into 
the wound. A few days later, the national 
daily, Kompas, reported that Howard saw 
Australia's leadership role in the peace
keeping force as strengthening Australia's 
role as a European people in an Asian region, 
positionin g Australia t o take 'special 
responsibility' for affairs in the region. The 
Kompas report suggested that Howard's 
sta tem ent smacked of white superiority. 
'Wouldn' t it be better, ' an American friend 
suggested, 'if John Howard kept quiet for a 
few days? ' 

The implications of this crisis ran deep. 
Many Indonesians have long been dismayed 
by the behaviour of their military, but now 
th ey felt that their self respect as a nation 
was at stake. A n ewspa per editoria l 
su ggested th at this was the grea t es t 
humilia ti on the country had faced since its 
foundation. 

As one friend indicated, the affront to 
Indonesia 's dignity could now be exploited 
for political purposes: to bring about the 
downfall of Habibie, to unify Indonesia 
around a common enemy (Australia), and 
to drive from the fro nt page the scandals 
curren tly rocking the capital. Instead of 

ruining the military's reputation, the crisis 
had rallied everyone around the flag. Many 
of those I spoke to were speculating about 
how Australian politicians were exploiting 
the crisis rather than asking how Indonesian 
politicians had used it. An article in the 
influential weekly, Tempo, argued that John 
Howard had 'played the East Timor card' as 
a political strategy, using humanitarian 
concern to 'win the h earts of the people'. 
Under this view, the ultimatum issu ed to 
Indonesia, and Australia 's leading role in 
the peacekeeping force, were both designed 
to show that Australia was no longer afraid 
of Indonesia . Kompas carried a cartoon 
showing a kangaroo m eeting a Garuda. The 
kangaroo had a set of papers in its pouch 
bearing the words 'self-interes t ' while the 
Garuda stood perplexed. 

Few Indonesians seemed to comprehend 
the scale of human and physical devastation 
in East Timor. This lack of understanding 
presented a daily personal dilemma for me 
as an Australian: how would I answer the 
hostile questions of fri ends and strangers 
alike I I attempted it in different ways, with 
Indonesian friends also offering suggestions. 
One friend came from Aceh. He has often 
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faced the hos tility of Javanese slighted by 
the separatis t m ovem ent in his home 
province. Finally, to avoid arguments, he 
had found it better to tell people that he was 
from another part of Indonesia. He suggested 
I might tell people I was fro m Switzerland. 
A form er colleague told me of a meeting of 
people from the strife- torn islands of 
Maluku. In the past, he said, Muslim and 
Christian neighbours had lived there in 
peace. Then for political expedience certain 
parties had exploited communal differences, 
and now violence had replaced neighbour
liness . While the little people died, those at 
the top exploited differences for their own 
ends . 'So, look,' h e said, 'we are old friends . 
Why should we fall out if those at the top 
are exploiting this conflict for political 
purposes? ' -John F. McCarthy 

Coming in 
O NE OF THE GREAT GIFTS is the invitation 
people offer us to enter into their lives: 
birthday parties, conversa tions over coffee, 
passing words . One of my sisters once told 



m e that when she feels that she has run out 
of steam she decides to live the day simply 
receiving. 

Yesterday I was receiving. A friend cam e 
to talk about her life. She can ' t talk freely 
with anyone else. She has done a serious 
crim e and her lawyer advised her to speak 
with no-one-counsellors, therapists, even 
her family- becau se whatever she says can 
be used against her . As you can irnagine, 
there is a whole story that this woman 
n eeds to tell-about what led to her crime. 
She has had to put the lid on a cauldron 
inside her. Last week, when she saw that 
the list of nam es the police had interviewed 
included her children, she started to think 
of suicide. 

Her case will be heard, a t the earliest, in 
over two years' time. One of her parole 
conditions was that she do art therapy. H er 
free drawings touched into feelings so strong 
that they threa tened to whoosh her away, 
so sh e had to back off. She couldn 't talk 
with the therapis t . 

Night time is the hardest. Night time 
and sleeping. N earby is a house called 'A 
Woman 's Place', which provides a space for 
women such as my friend. She came there 
because she could no longer live in her 
hom e. For weeks she didn' t speak with 
anyone. But they accepted her. She walked 
and walked. Slowly she began to return a 
greeting. 

She made friends with one of the women 
there and it w as this woman who travelled 
with her on the train to the court h earing 
and sa t all day in the courtroom and led her 
out the back door afterwards, shielding h er 
from the cam eras. It is this woman she now 
m eets every Friday for coffee. My friend is 
an avid reader and spends m any hours each 
day in public libraries, keeping at bay the 
unnamed forces that m enace her peace of 
mind. Listening to her, I praised God for 
public libraries, for women who are staunch. 

Las t night I went to a party, two parties 
really, a 70th birthday and a 60th birthday. 
I sa t with Divina, who was proudly w earing 
a tartan Highlands cap that her friend, Sister 
Margaret Spencer, had brought back from 
Scotland for h er. Divina, with her bright red 
hair, smudged bright lipstick, incredible 
vitality and amazing m em ory for details 
about the life of the First World War air ace, 
the Red Baron. Divina, who was once David. 
Divina, who proudly tells m e about the 
time two years ago when she handed Sister 
Margaret the last two bottles of port that 
sh e had touched. Divina, who wasn ' t sure if 
Sister Margaret would bring back a rat trap 
or a cap for her. Divina, who is a volunteer 

for Sydney City Mission, who 
visits people living at home with 
AIDS and shops for them . 

And then there were th e 
speeches. From Rupert, whose 
daughter Cathie, a hyperactive 
m ountain of a woman, must 
surely have tested him over the 
years . Rupert spoke gently and 
lovingly about community. And 
from Brian , who was at hom e 
among thi s gath ering of 
humanity and dogs, blowing out 
60 candles on the huge cake with 
the help of a young Aboriginal 
boy , unwra ppin g th e hu ge 
present-a stereo- and celebrat
ing. Afte r 60 years h e was 
celebra ting. He thanked God for 
being the skinny kid who missed 
out on the footy teams that he 
h ad longed to be in, for his year
long depression and breakdown 
at university. H e was at hom e 
h er e becau se throu gh thes e 
experiences he could feel and love 
and receive love from these 
people. 

In our kitchen we had two 
n ew volunteers last Saturday, 
Gabby and Isaac. Isaac works with 
his family's publishing company 
and Gabby is studying commerce 
at university. It was a pretty quiet 
day for the kitchen . U sually 
hundreds come for lunch, but 
this was the first Saturday we 
had opened for a month. There 
had been so many people using 
the toilets for drugs and just so 
many people coming tha t we 
closed for a while. Gabby and 
Isaac w ere willing and helpful. 
They didn' t get to sit with the 
people, preferring to stay behind 
the counter. It' s a risk to step 
into th e dining room and pull up 
a chair. I'm hoping they will take 
it in the m onths to come. 

-Steve Sinn SJ 

Thi s month 's contributors: 
Edmund Campion is an em eritus 
professor of theCa tholic Institute 
of Sydney; Morag Fraser is editor 
of Eureka Street; Steve Sinn SJ is 
parish priest at Kings Cross/ 
Elizabeth Bay, NSW; John F. 
McCarthy is a researcher at the 
Asia Research Centre, Murdoch 
University, Wes tern Australia. 

New Titles 
The Cambridge Dictionary of 
Philosophy Second Edition 
Edited by ROBERT AUDI 

T his is rhe most authoritative and 
comprehensive one-volume dictio

nary of philosophy avai lable in 
English. Ir contains over 4,000 
enr ries, which range in lengrh 
from I 00 ro 4 ,000 words. T he 
D ictionary has been wri rren by 
an inrernarional ream of over 

350 experrs. 
'Th is is eas ily rhe best one 
vo lum e refere nce roo! o n 
philosophy rhar I have seen.' G raham 
N erli ch The Australasian journal of Philosophy 
November 1999 984 pages 
0 52 1 63136 X Hb $135 .00 0 52 1 63722 8 Pb $49.95 

The Cambridge Guide to 
Women's Writing in English 
Edited by LORNA SAGE with advisory editors: 
GERMAINE GREER AND ELAINE SHOWALTER 

'This is an admirable co llecrion , pur rogerher by an ed iror 

who knows so much abour wo men's writing, from 
differenr rimes, and from al l over rhe wo rld. There are al l 
kinds of surprises and delights here. A book for browsing 
rhrough, a bedside book.' Doris Lessing 
'T here are few books rhar one can say, on oa th , rhar rhis 
has nor been done before bur as rhere has been, rhus far, 
only one Lorna Sage, nothing as learned , as wirry and wise 
as her Guide to Womens Writing has appeared before rhe 
new millennium .' Gore Vidal 
November 1999 700 pages 1 00 line drawings 
0 52 1 49525 3 Hb $75.00 0 521 66813 1 Pb $39.95 

Struggles for Subjectivity 
Identity, Action and Youth Experience 
KEVIN McDONALD 

Th is book examines rhe urgenr social 
and cul rural ques tions faced by young 
people roday. Stmggies for Subjectivity 
is nor only about young people, bur 
explores form s of crisis and struggle 
increas ingly evidenr in advanced 
societi es ar rhe beginning of rhe 

millennium. 
November 1999 240 pages 
0 521 66279 6 Hb $90.00 
0 52 1 66446 2 Pb $34.95 
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L OOKING AT THE PILES of tw isted metal and 
a layer of ash tha t covered the entire area, 
I fo und i t h ard to im agine that h ere, 
during the few m om ents of cool before 
the heat settles, there sh ould be th e 
organised chaos of traders setting up their 
stalls. If it hadn' t been on the corner of a 
roun da bou t tha t h as a n undi s turb ed 
monument to the Republic of Indonesia 
at its centre, and if the old archway hadn' t 
s t ill been there-black en ed from the 
flames but standing proudly-I would not 
have recognised it . 

It wasn' t entirely deserted though . 
Two boys, separate from each other, were 

picking their way through the rubble in 
the desultory way children do. O n e 
picked up a rock and threw i t at a sheet 
of corrugated iron, m aking a clatter that 
was quickly smothered by the silence; the 
other stopped to pick up a long wood 
splinter that he hit against som e bricks 
until i t broke. I wondered what they were 
thinking and what they had seen. 

Elsewhere, the capital that h ad been 
levelled in the two weeks after the over
whelming vote for independen ce was 
showing signs of lifting itself up . About 
h alf the city 's population of 120,000 had 
re turned to rebuild, along with som e 
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people from other parts of the territory 
who had pitched tents and humpies at 
places along the foreshore, in the soccer 
s tadiu m and elsewh ere. Many were 
washed and dressed in their Sunday bes t, 
taking a break from carting their posses
sions and foraged bits of corrugated iron 
alon g th e s tree ts. D isregarding its 
des truction, people were filing through 
the gates of the Bish op's residence for 
mass. D am Carlos had yet to return, bu t 
two Portuguese Jesuit Fathers, who had 
been evacuated to the seminary compound 
in Dare som e 10 kilometres from Dili, 
would celebra te the Eu charist this day. 



Dili itself seems secure now- people 
are walking around freely, posters of 
Xanana Gusmao are wrapped around 
trees in front yards and the flags of a free 
East Timor are raised. But even here, 
where the Interfet force has its base and 
th e UN and some 20 to 25 International 
NGOs are making their first tentative 
attempts at reconstruction, there are 
periodic reminders of the devas tation of 
early September. 

A fire was started in a dump near the 
airport the day after Interfet had its first 
real engagement with militia in the now
infamous town of Suai. Drums full of fuel 

burned fiercely and thick black clouds 
spewed out for all in a still-nervous city 
to see. A week prior to this, the charred 
remains of up to 13 people were found in 
the back of a burnt-out pick-up and media 
reports suggested that it had been lit to 
destroy evidence 

On the same day, the last remaining 
pole keeping the mobile phone network 
alive in Dili was shut down. At the time 
some of the remaining 1500 or so TNI 
forces were in control of the communi
cations centre. 

In other parts of the island, people are 
less safe and food and medical aid are in 

very short supply. In mid-October, a 
handful of daring (and in som e cases 
foolhardy) NCO workers were taking 
convoys of aid to pockets of the Southern 
and Western regions , where the militia 
were still very much active. From the 
planes flying between Darwin and Dili 
on the Sunday prior to the Suai engage
m ent, you could see a long and dark 
cloud trailing from a clump of buildings 
in the vicinity of the town of Viqueque 
in the south-east. 

This, though, could be the militias' 
last hurrah inside East Timor for some 
time. There are reports, from Interfet 
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sources, of militia leaving East Timor for 
the safety of the neighbouring province 
as 3000 troops were being put in place 
to patrol the border. As the early 
altercations between Australian troops 
and militia show, it will be here that 
pro-Indonesian forces will m ake their 
stand-if that is wha t they intend to do. 
The bizarre shoo ting excha n ge 
laun ched by an Indon esia n po l ice 
patrol, equipped with a superseded map 
from Dutch times, on a group of 
Australian soldiers on patrol, finally 

exploded the myth of TNI co-opera tion 
with Interfet. 

The timing of these border incidents 
seems to fit into an already es tablished 
pattern of Indonesian military elements 
frustrating the undertakings of the civil 
administration . Not only was Indonesia's 
new parliament set to consider the results 
of August's popular consultation som e 
time be tw een 10 October and early 
November, but there were also rumours 
of a high-level breakthrough on the issue 
of voluntary repatriation from West 
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Timor. The first clash between Interfet 
and Republic of Indon esia (RI) forces 
followed on the heels of the announce
m ent by UNHCR representatives in Dili, 
that Jakarta had finally undertaken to 
guarantee safe return. 

The vote by th e MPR (National 
Assembly of Indonesia) was regarded as 
a formality, but its ramifications are not 
so easily predicted. Kofi Annan declared 
th e h and of th e UN by making a 
statement prior to the Indonesian parlia
mentary decision that after the approval 
it would be looking to administer East 
Timor for up to three years. 

Th is might have been a politica l 
gambi t by the Secretary-General but , 
nonetheless, it does reflect serious needs . 
What has been done to East Timor and 
its people by the Indonesian military 
would make th e m os t committed 
pacifist spit fir e. Up to two thirds of the 
population were displaced in Septem
ber, many of them herded like cattle on 
to trucks and boats bound for West 
Timor. Their homes were torched. They 
were intimidated in Kupang, pushed 
into opting for resettlement in 
Indonesia. In Atambua, young men and 
suspected pro-independence activists 
were separated out. One source in the 
Atambua Diocese made the painfully 
wry observation that when they were 
taken away, ' it was not to be given a 

fair trial in a public court
they were being murdered' . 

WAT MOCKED and insulted this pain 
was the sight of TNI troops leaving, prior 
to the arrival of the first Interfet forces, 
with television sets and video recorders 
piled on to their boats. Students of 
Indonesian politics (in plentiful supply in 
East Timor now) explain this as springing 
from an extreme Indonesian chauvinism 
which saw the Republic as East Timor's 
provider and the people's rejection of the 
autonomy proposal as gross ingratitude. 
Since East Timor saw fit to reject their 
benevolence, then th e soldiers could 
take everything that Indones ia had 
given and could burn their barracks 
behind them. Ali Alatas' description of 
East Timor as 'the pebble in our shoe ' 
springs to mind. 

Spite is one of the many theories put 
forward to explain why the intelligence 
sections of the military fostered the 
militia and directed their fire. Another 



is that this was a lesson for the other 
w ould-be-breakaway provinces on how 
cos tly it is to leave Indonesia. One could 
also guess that a proxy civil war would 
allow a claim for 20 per cent of Eas t 
T im or, since 20 per cent of voters opted 
to s tay wi th th e Republi c. Fur th er 
speculation has it that a plan was hatched 
to depopulate Eas t T im or of as m any 
independen ce supporters as poss ible, 
before challenging the validi ty of the vote 
so that a new referendum could deliver a 
'better' result . Then there is all the land 
that Suharto an d k ey army gen erals 
own-wh at h appens to thatz Fin ally, 
there is the theory of ch oice am on g 
Indonesia's growing band of cynics: that 
Suharto is rupturing the Republic along 
its fault lines to draw attention away 
from the way h e am assed his fortune. 

Tryin g t o m ak e sen se of cu rren t 
events in Indon esia i s like putting 
together a m odel airplane blindfolded and 
without glue. However, w hat is apparent 
is that the ferocity of early September and 
the scope of TNI involvem ent (with eight 
warships ready only days after the poll 
announcem ent, to take th e displaced 
away) caught many by surprise. In a fax 
sent the day he was shot dead outside his 
Dili h om e on 11 September, the Director 
of the Jesuit Refugee Service in Eas t 
Timor, Karl Albrecht SJ, wro te that 
everyone kn ew there would be trouble, 
but ' no t thi s bad' . (Unamet ' s civpol 
sec tion h as begun inves tiga ting the 
circumstances of his killing.) The 'few 
rogu e officers' postulation is now widely 
regarded as false. 

Even though only a few w eeks have 
passed, East Timor itself has ceased to 
be th e crucial humanitarian issue. Yes, 
there are the displaced people returning, 
and remaining pockets of militia being 
clea red out, and the internation al 
community m aking i t s plan s for 
recons truction, but it is the exodus to 
Wes t Timor and other is lands in the 
archipelago that promises the real horror. 
The reports of heads on sticks lining the 
road leading to West Timor were fanciful, 
as, by inference, w ere ques tions asked in 
the Australian press about the missing 
500,000 (they were in the hills or were 
som e of Eas t Timor's 150,000 tran s
migrants who decided to leave for good) . 
N evertheless, it will be shown that TNI 
chief, General Wiranto's 'guess' at a death 
toll of less than 100 from the fighting 

after 4 September is a gross under
es timation. Maybe the number of dea ths 
caused by the combin ed effects of the 
militia ramp age will eventually be 
m easured in the tens of thousands. 

What is certain, though, is that m any 
lives were ended in the process of leaving 
the Eas t and arriving in the West, and 

well away from the eyes of the world. At 
the time of writing, in early October, 
church sources were s t ill reporting 
militia killings in West Timor's Belu 
regency, of which Atambua is the capital. 

A Salesian Father fro m the Philip 
pines, who fl ed East Timor along with 
m ost of the people near his com munity 
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in the Dili suburb of Comoro, returned 
the day prior to the first flights of 
returnees from West Timor's capital 
Kupang, having left behind him a death 
threat and terrified refugees. 

'There is constant intimidation and 
propaganda to dissuade people from 
returning,' he said in Dili. 

'It is not just the militia, but the media 
and government sources as well. 
Everywhere there are stories of lnterfet 
troops butchering people and East Timor 
consumed by war. 

'They are scared enough by now 
I would have thought.' 

Well before the arrival of the multi
national force, Indonesia's populist press 
began decrying UN meddling and in 
particular the expansionism of 
Australia- the 'real reason' for the 
Howard Government's interventionist 
policy. An issue of a conservative current 
affairs magazine was published in early 
September with an article on the new 
imperialism of the Australian Govern
ment. The cover graphic showed what 
looked like a bowie knife plunged into a 
splintering map of East Timor, and on its 
handle was the Australian flag. 

The protests against the UN and 
Australia were much reported also, but 
rarely revealed for the lacklustre and 
staged affairs that they were. At one such 
demonstration outside the UN building 
in Jakarta, young firebrands arrived on 
buses to m eet an already prepared line of 
riot police with banners and rehearsed 
chants. There could not have been more 
than 250 of them, and as I walked through 
the middle of the group I was given a 
leaflet screaming at the international 
community's indecency by a girl smiling 
as though she were handing out 
McDonald's meal vouchers. 

Much more genuine was the outrage 
of students at the ex tension of the 
military's security powers. This extension 
was enacted for East Timor after General 
Wiranto rode roughshod over President 
Habibie. It brought thousands of students 

on to the streets, where genuine 

I 
bullets were fired at them. 

N AusTRALIA, as everywhere else 
perhaps, the popular conception of a 'hard 
man' is someone who is aggressive, 
strong and intimidating; if he has a scowl 
like Bruce Willis then all the better. In 
East Timor there are plenty of 'hard' men 

and women. People of endurance. But 
they show it by taking time out from 
carrying food or pushing bits of wood on 
carts to smile and greet you happily. That 
people are still able to be as friendly and 
courteous as they are after what has 
happened, and after the promises made 
by Unamet before the vote that they 
would protect the people, is astounding. 
Other people would have broken. 

But in time the impact, not only of 
the recent violence but of the division of 
community over 25 years, will show 
itself . Many East Timorese are like 
Francis, a pro-independence activist who 
currently works for one of the media 
organisations camped in the bunker of 
Dili's Hotel Tourismo. Some of his 
family are dead, some h e thinks are in 
the camps in Kupang, and others, who 
were living in the East Timor enclave of 
Ambeno, he has no idea about. Now he 
says he works for the journalists, so he 
can tell the people when they go around 
the island that it is now safe for them to 
come out of hiding and receive the aid 
that follows behind the soldiers. How 
will he feel about himself and his family 
when that job is done? 

The role of the church in the rebuild
ing of lives will be as fundamental as the 
physical repair of East Timor itself. One 
of the consequences of the attacks on 
church people has been to shake the 
people's confidence in the one institution 
that offered them respite from the 
Indonesian occupation. The fact that only 
a quarter of East Timor was Catholic in 
1975 yet now nearly 90 per cent are 
followers is indicative of the physical and 
spiritual sanctuary the church gave the 
people . The massacre of priests and 
refugees in the church in Suai, the 
destruction of Bishop Belo's residence, 
and the death of Fr Albrecht, who coura
geously continued to deliver what little 
rice he had left to people hiding from the 
militia onslaught around Dili, meant 
that, for a time, there was nowhere to hide. 

Bishop Carlos Belo will now be the 
focus of church efforts to help the people. 
In some ways it was appropriate that he 
was not witness to most of the mass 
destruction after he was bundled across 
the Timor Sea into Darwin by Australian 
Government agents. Since his appoint
ment in 1983, he had always spoken of 
reconciliation and was strong in his 
belief that a solution could be found 
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through dialogue. His disapproval of the 
continuing armed struggle waged 
by Falintil, and his entreaties to Fretilin 
and CNRT (National Council of 
Timorese Resis tance) leaders to end the 
guerrilla war, were constant. His 
recognition of the legitimacy of the 
militia, signified by a peace accord he 
co-sponsored with General Wiranto 
before the vote, was an attempt to bring 
them into such dialogue . But his burnt-

out home is testimony to the 
failure of this policy. 

Bao WILL BE LOOKED to now to take the 
lead in a situation very different from the 
one that he left. On the day of his return 
to East Timor his legendary irascible 
nature was sharpened to a point. 
Crowding journalists who annoyed him 
were verbally slapped away and 
unwanted visitors were sent packing. He 
did have time to say, however, that 
Indonesia should now mind its own 
business. His reactions were hardly 
surprising, given what was left of his 
city . 

The political agenda he had to be 
mindful of in the past was one set by 
Jakarta. Now it looks as though he will 
have to be conscious of what the UN and 
CNRT say and do. But he has the help of 
the dynamic and forthright Bishop Basilio 
Nascimento of Baucau-his Diocese is 
the heartland of East Timor's pro
independence push-who has already 
involved himself with gusto in the 
reconstruction effort. 

The two bishops preside over an 
institution that has taken the impact as 
much as the people themselves. In Dili 
this was evoked by parishioners demon
strating solidarity with their church by 
laying 100 rupiah notes at the foot of 
the damaged statue of the Virgin in one 
of th e bay windows in Belo's burnt 
home. This two -cent offering is also a 
call for help. 

Whether the h elp can be delivered 
depends on the international community, 
and in particular the Australian Govern
ment, holding its nerve. It was obvious 
from the start that the border with West 
Timor would eventually become a major 
source of conflict. One gets the sense, 
now, that the die has been cast. • 

Jon Greenaway is Emeka Street's South 
East Asia correspondent. 



The politics of 
peacemaking 

Rare ly has there been a more compell ing argument for international intervention 
in support of democracy than the situation in East Timor. Rare ly has the 

U nited States been so conspicuous ly absent from the forefront of the debate 

'I, US mucrANC' to commit "oop' 
to a peacekeeping force in East Timor has 
puzzled many analysts, particularly given 
the scale of recent US involvement in 
Kosovo and Iraq. But when viewed within 
its historical context, the reluctance is 
wholly consistent with some fundamen
tal, if unofficial, precepts of American 
military engagements overseas. 

Immediately following the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, the US Government 
pronounced the dawning of a new age, a 
New World Order. In official parlance, 
this New World Order was hailed as the 
triumph of the international community 

or from attempts at a reso lution. 

(as represented by the United Nations) 
over the narrow sectional interests of 
individual member states and over the 
frozen alliances of the Cold War. In 
reality, the New World Order opened the 
way for the US to dominate international 
relations. Despite the denials made by US 
Secretary for Defence William Cohen, 
during his recent visit to Australia , this 
New World Order consists of America's 
acting as the world's policeman and self
appointed arbiter of international just 
causes . The US now selects, with the 
discrimination of self-interest, the 
conflicts in which it fights. 

Within this post-Cold War environ
m ent, the protection or restoration of 
democracy has not been the primary 
principle determining US commitment 
to areas of conflict . Rather, the decision 
to deploy US troops has been based on a 
carefully calculated assessment of US 
interes ts. In this context, the American 
reluctance to engage in the debate over 
military intervention in East Timor is 
entirely consistent with past practice. 
UN ballot or no UN ballot, the issue of 
East Timor was one in which no US 
interes ts were at stake, or at least none 
which would justify risking American 
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relationships, lives and economic 
interes ts through out the Asian region. 
There could, therefore, never realistically 

have been any question of US 

I 
involvement in East Timor. 

N ADDITION, East Timor clearly lacked 
two other necessary ingredients for US 
involvement: a demonised leader and the 
scope for involvement without commit
ting on-ground troops. 

Elsewhere there is no shortage of 
exa mples of the US propensity for 
demonising foreign leaders, presenting 
them as pariahs and enemies 
of the international com
munity-Colonel Gaddafi 
in Libya, President Saddam 
Hussein in Iraq and Presi
dent Slobodan Milosevic in 
Serbia. Each h as been 
outlawed by unilateral US 
decree, and each of th e 
countries over which they 
rule suffered sustained 
military and eco nomic 
action as a consequence. 

This approach is classic Cold War 
strategy-the calculated designation of 
some as friends and some as foes. At the 
height of the Cold War, the US had a 
ready-made enemy in the Soviet Union. 
For friends , it sometimes courted 
politically sympathetic dictators, with 
little regard for their human rights record. 
Pres ident Mobutu Sese Seko, who 
bankrupted the former Zaire and ruled 
with rare cruelty, was one of the United 
States' most va lued clients in Africa, 
having been insta lled by a CIA-backed 
coup which unseated an elected Soviet
aligned government. Chile is anoth er 
case in point. So is Iraq, where Saddam 
Hussein was receiving American assis t
ance and support before and after he had 
used chemical weapons on the Kurdish 
town of Halabja, and throughou t the 
period when h is gove rnment was 
perpetrating egregious human rights 
abuses on such a sca le that its record was 
described by independent agencies as the 
worst in the world. 

Later, when Saddam Hussein 's Iraq 
became the enemy, the narrow aim of 
sanctions and air strikes was to remove 
Saddam from office. The aim was never 
democracy. As a US State D epartment 
official commented to an Iraqi opposi tion 
figure in the immediate afterm ath of the 

Gulf War : 'Who told you w e want 
democracy in Iraq? It would offend our 
friends the Saudis.' (See Andrew Cockburn 
& Patrick Cockburn, Out of the Ashes: 
The Resurrection of Saddam Hu ssein, 
Harper Collins, N ew York, 1999, p49.) 

US policy-makers continue to make 
monsters of perceived enemies and select 
allies who have scant regard for human 
rights. Examples abound of the continued 
propaga tion of enemy images by US 
policy-makers with the aim of feeding 
popular perceptions, of the picking of 
winners without regard for human rights 

concerns. If US 
intervention were 
truly abou t safe
guarding democ
racy, then th e 
e lected govern 
m ent of Sierra 
Leon e deserved 
int er national 
assistance. If US 
intervention were 
actually driven by 
the desire to pro

mote the right to self-determination, then 
numerous causes (the Kurds in Turkey, 
the Tibetans among others) could 
demand urgent international interven
tion as of right. And if US intervention 
were about preventing genocide-as was 
claim ed in Kosovo-then the people of 
Rwanda co uld rightly co mplain of 
neglect. 

Co ld War friends of the US were 
anointed not for their democratic 
credentials, but for their ideological 
stance and strategic significance. Little 
has changed-the n ew wave of inter
national bad boys fill the vacuum left by 
the defea t of the Soviet 'evil empire'. 
Either friend or foe. One or the other, and 
no in between. 

A long way from East Timor? Perhaps 
not quite as far as you might think . 

Indonesia 's President Suharto was an 
American (and Australian) hero, having 
overthrown th e communist-leaning 
Sukarno. It did not matter that, under 
Suharto's deeply repressive rule, East 
Timor was in flam es decades before 
UNAMET arrived, long before there was 
even talk of a referendum. Suharto may 
be gone, but Indonesia has not outgrown 
its usefulness as a friend , and remains an 
imp ortant economic player in the 
region, th e Asian eco nomic crisis 
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notwithstanding. Any military ac tion 
against such a fri end was, for the US, 
unthinkable- it had the potential for 
turning a valuable fr iend into a dangerous 
foe. There should be no surprises that 
Pres ident Clinton rem ain ed non
committal while East Timor burned. 

In addition to this r eluctance to 
alienate friends, US governments have, 
since Vietnam, been reluctant to commit 
ground troops without first ensuring a 
one-sided contest; hence the remote
control cruise missile strategy adopted in 
Kosovo and Iraq.ln East Timor, there was 
never any talk of mounting air strikes to 
provide a solution to the violence, for to 
do so would be to bombard a 'friendly' 
army, and kill countless civilians in an 
attempt to n eut ra lise the guerrillas 
occupying th e same terri tory. The 
possibility of fighting a guerrilla war 
agains t the militias in East Timor would 
have been a radically different propo i
ti on from bombarding a conventional 
army from afar. Without air strikes, 
withou t first carving out a path of least 
resis tance, the dangers faced by any 
multina tional force would inevitably be 
increased, thereby multip lying the risk 
of American casualties in the name of a 
cause for which the US already had little 
stomach . 

Hence the US prevarication. Hence 
the US reluctance to upport Australia's 
building of the international coalition to 
enforce the UN referendum. And hence 
the unwillingn ess of th e US to send 
troops to East Timor. With no compelling 
interests at stake in East T imor, the US 
showed little inclination for playing the 
policeman. With no pariahs to punish, 
the image-makers would have had little 
materia l with which to work in securing 
American popular support. And with the 
prospect of a messy ca mpaign in t he 
swamps and mountainous jungles of East 
Timor, where the difference between 
friend and foe is not readily apparent, US 
foreign policy-makers did what they have 
always done, Cold War or no Cold War-

they turned away and refused to 
'"'r become involved. 

j_ HERE REMAINS ONE OUtS tanding 
question: is it such a terrible thing that 
the United States of America has chosen 
to remain on the sidelines in East Timor? 
Whil e the answer to that question is 
undoubtedly a complex one, a few sobering 



lessons from recent American practice in 
the Middle East are instructive. 

In 1990-91, the United States drew 
together an unprecedented international 
coalition of forces to expel the Iraqi army 
from Kuwait and restore peace in the Gulf 
region. That coalition has now all but 
evaporated, largely because subsequent 
manifestations of US foreign policy in 
th e region have alienated one-time 
supporters throughout the Arab World. 

The US Government's relentless 
pursuit of Saddam Hussein through the 
use of devastating sanctions and air 
strikes has fed the widespread perception 
throughout the region that the US is 
either blind, or callously indifferent, to 
the suffering of the Iraqi people. With 
Saddam Hussein still in power, it is the 
Iraqi people who have suffered, punished 
both by US policy and by Iraqi Govern
ment persecution. As a result, the 
destruction of Iraq has been accompanied 

by the concomitant destruction 
of any goodwill towards the US. 

F uRTHER SHADOWS were cast over the US 
role in peacekeeping and peacemaking 
operations by revelations, in early 1998, 
that the monitoring equipment installed 
by UN weapons inspectors had been used 
by the US Government to spy on the Iraqi 
leadership. In other words, the US used 
the cover provided by a UN-mandated 
peace mission to attempt the overthrow 
of the Iraqi Government. The final straw 
came when this ill-gotten intelligence 
was used to select targets for bombing 
raids during Operation Desert Fox in 
December 1998-an operation not sanc
tioned by the UN. The US Government 
protested its innocence. But few in the 
Arab World believed them any more. 

Any latent illusions about th e 
impartiality of th e US were thereby 
destroyed. For a government which styled 
itself as a peacemaker in the region, such 
a monumental loss of credibility was 
dangerous. 

The bitter harvest from this alienation 
came with the bombings of US embassies 
in Nairobi and Dar-es-Salaam in August 
1998. Militant Islamic groups hostile to 
American intervention in the Middle 
East quickly claimed responsibility. The 
American response was similarly swift
yet anoth er prominent display of fire 
power in attacks on the base of Osama 
bin Laden in Afghanistan, and on what 

was claimed to be a chemical weapons 
production plant in Sudan. 

The case of the Sudanese factory 
perfectly illustrates why Am erica is not 
trusted as an impartial peacemaker or 
peace-enforcer. American justifications, 
based on secret soil samples taken from 
outside the factory, that the facility was 
a chemical weapons production plant 
have since been cast into doubt-this 
factory was in fact built by the United 
Nations to manufacture m edicines in an 
Arab country in desperate need of such 
resources. The World Health Organisa
tion recently issued an urgent appeal for 
assistance in providing much-needed 
supplies of Chlorquin-once manufac
tured in the factory and hence affordable 
for Sudanese-to prevent an epidemic of 
malaria in Sudan. 

In addition to these doubts, evidence 
of US hypocrisy began to surface, dealing 
the fatal blow to US peacemaking 
credentials. When the Chemical 
Weapons Treaty was signed, the US 
Senate agreed to its terms only after 
Senator Jesse Helms and his allies set 
strict conditions for US accession. These 
conditions included a right of veto over 
international inspections at suspect US 
sites and barring UN inspectors from 
taking soil or other types of samples from 
US chemical facilities out of the country. 
The US would not let itself be subjected 
to the same scrutiny which formed its 
rationale for bombing Sudan. 

US attempts to make peace in the 
Middle East have been compromised, 
foundering on the duplicity of its 
pronouncements and on its devastating 
military interventions. Many in the 
region have became convinced that the 
US Government is not to be trusted. 

These are important lessons for the 
operation of Unit ed Nations peace
keeping and peacem aking missions 
throughout the world. If US involvement 
invariably leads to the alienation of the 
local population, then missions such as 
the one in East Timor can probably do 
without it. 

The Americans are not, and never 
were, going to Dili. On past practice, 
perhaps that is something for which the 
East Timorese should be thankful. • 
Anthony Ham is a Melbourne-based 
writer specialising in the culture and 
politics of the Middle East . 
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ROSA! 
ROSA! 
A Life of 

Rosa Praed, 
Novelist 

and 
Spiritualist 

by PATRICIA 
CLARKE 

Rosa Praed, a prolific novelist, was 'a 
most unusual woman'. Born into 
frontier Queensland in 1851, a time 
when settlers lived in isolation afraid of 
Aboriginal attacks, she was to spend her 
adult life in the literary, artistic and 
political circles of London. There she 
social ised with glittering public figures 
including Oscar Wilde and the Prince of 
Wales. Rosa's literary subjects were 
varied, and reflect many aspects of her 
life-her interest in women's rights, her 
own unhappy marriage, and her search 
for spiritual meaning. 

Hardback $39.95 

BESIDE THE SEASIDE 
Victorian Resorts in the 

Nineteenth Century 

by ANDREA INGLIS 

Generously illustrated with delightful 
colour photographs and postcards, this 
revealing historical study evokes the 
social life-its moral earnestness and 
social exclusiveness-of Victorian 
seaside resorts , particularly Lorne, 
Queenscliff and Sorrento. 

Hardback $34.95 
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Fair go! 
A new report on Australian social disadvantage should make us look twice at 

the cherished belief that this is the land of the 'fair go'. Some pockets of Eastern 
Australia are now more like the land of the 'no go'. 

Paddy McCorry reviews a disturbing document that highlights 
entrenched disadvantage in Australia. 

U nequal in Life: T he Distribution of Social Disadvantage in Victoria and New South Wales . 
A research report by Professo r Ton y Vinson for the Ignatius Centre fo r soc ial policy and research . 

U 
ISBN 0 7334 0627 0 

NEQUAL IN LIFE: The Distribution 
of Social Disadvantage in Victoria and 
New South Wales is an important piece 
of social research that challenges the 
comfortable image of Australia as a land 
of opportunity for all. 

The report maps the distribution of 
disadvantage in Victoria and New South 
Wales, using a methodology that enables 
its author, Professor Tony Vinson, to 
provide a picture of 'cumulative disad
vantage'. In 83 pages of description and 
analysis, tables, maps, diagrams, graphs 
and appendices, Vinson shows that 
residents of a number of areas in the two 
states are doing it hard-much harder 
than the rest of the community. 

The report is a challenge to 
governments and their social policy 
planners to work strategically with 
community agencies and the residents of 
these areas to dismantle entrenched 
disadvantage. 

Undertaken by the Melbourne-based 
Ignatius Centre (the research and policy 
arm of Jesuit Social Services), the 
Unequal in Life report demonstrates 
clearly that there is deep social 
disadvantage in many localities and 
neighbourhoods, and in some cases that 
this situation was identified more than 
25 years ago. Because little has been done 
by the relevant authorities to alleviate 
the structural causes, the problem is now 
even more deeply entrenched. 

Reports like these are not usually 
universally welcomed, and there have 
been various reactions to the report and 
its central finding. It has been welcomed 
by some groups and described as valid, 
thorough research which vindicates 
often-expressed concerns about direc
tions in government welfare funding and 
notions of social justice. Other bodies 
have gone in for a variation on 'shoot the 
messenger', arguing that the report will 
only further stigmatise poor neighbour
hoods and their residents, and that the 
localities should be disguised, or the 
report not released at all. There are also 
always those who can be depended upon 
to respond in terms similar to the New 
Statesman commentator (cited in the 
report) who took umbrage at the findings 
of one study into the relationship 
between mortality rates and socio
economic status: 'The poor have only 
themselves to blame: if they stopped 
smoking, drank less, ate up their greens, 
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went jogging and stayed married, the 
differences would disappear. ' 

The notion of the 'fair go' is an 
enduring part of Australian popular 
culture, but there are other, less positive 
cultural habits, including the well
worked tactic of blaming the victim. The 
report takes a strong ethical stance on the 
issue of blame. 'To "blame" the residents 
of areas for being disadvantaged is ill
informed and completely beside th e 
point', says Tony Vinson. 'If any finger 
paint ing is warranted, it should be 
directed at authorities which hav e 
engaged in flawed or negligent planning, 
or state and national decision-makers 
whose policies have had harmful conse
quences for disadvantaged communities.' 

The progress of the research was not 
always plain sailing. A number of govern
ment departments and agencies provided 
generous support to the project, but not 
everyone approached was willing to help. 
Vinson notes that in some cases ' the 
controllers of data had yet to embrace the 
idea that it was not a personal possession'. 

The report describes area social 
deprivation research, the choice of 
indicators and procedures used, and the 
findings. It concludes with a discussion 
of the issues identified. There are several 
appendices, including one which 
discusses the technical problems 
encountered during the project . There is 
also a substantial bibliography. 



Distribution of Social Disadvantage 
From: Un equal in Life: The Distribution of Social Disadvantage in Victoria and New South Wales 

Victoria excluding Melbourne 

mo re disadva ntaged ----+ less d isadva ntaged 



Area social deprivation research is just 
one of many tools which can be used in 
the study of society. It involves compar
ing geographic areas through the use of 
social and demographic data, to identify 
social inequalities and their impact on 
the various resident social groups. This 
type of research has been used to identify 
long-standing and often compounding 
inequalities among social groups in 
industrial societies like Australia . 
Vinson's report is in thi s particula r 
research tradition. He uses a broad range 
of direc t indicators of disadvantage, 
overlaying th em to develop a picture of 
'cumula ti ve disadvantage'. 

Vinson draws attention to the 
potential gains from such an approach: 
govern ments in particular can be made 
aware that some communiti es will 
continue to fall further behind unl ess 
special attention is paid to their needs. 
The detailed research can provide govern
ments and their policy-makers with infor
mation about the key components of 
disadvantage, where strategic policies can 

best be directed, and where 
funds can best be spent . 

'IE REPORT ALSO makes an argum ent 
for using such research results to help 
generate prevention s trategies. The 
policing of youth crime is a case in point: 
here prevention is better than cure (and 
less costly ). By identifying the relation
ship between broad disadvantage and 
crime, you are halfway to a prevention 
strategy-a better option than continuing 
to sink enormous sums of money into the 
criminal justice system. 

It is clear wha t happ ens to com
munities at risk if action is not taken. 
Vinson himself co-authored a research 
report on a similar project in N ewcastle 
over 25 years ago. When he suggested 
strategies for dea ling with the serious 
disadvantage uncovered in that study, the 
official response was along the lines of, 
'Don' t worry, a freeway is going through 
th at area and all the problems will be 
flushed away-' Vinson calls this 'th e 
lavatorial response to social disadvan
ta ge', and a clear (if inadvertent) 
expression of deep contempt towards 
people living in adverse circumstances . 
Unequal in Life's findings for those same 
areas of N ewcas tl e today m ake for 
m elancholy reading-nothing much has 
ch anged. But neither can thos e in 

authority claim ignorance as the excuse 
for this particular social policy failure. 

Area social deprivation research has 
already produced a wealth of information 
for consideration by social policy 
planners and adminis trators. In the early 
1970s, the Whitlam Government intro
duced a range of initiatives on urban and 
regional development, including the 
Australian Assistance Plan and the Social 
Welfare Commission. At the time there 
was a strong, almost fervent commitment 
to regional development and decentralisa
tion as a key national planning strategy
prompting the joke that Albury- Wodonga, 
a centre earmarked for rapid develop
ment, was to be renamed 'Whitlamabad '-

T h e Whitlam Government's initia
tives did, however, set a policy focu s that 
encouraged broader public attention to 
urban and regional development, and 
though this policy focus may have been 
as shortlived as the Labor administration, 
significant research attention was given 
to area deprivation s tudies in Australia. 

And of course, similar studies were being 
carried out overseas. Vinson discusses 
some of that research which is relevant 
to his projec t, as well as other m ethodol
ogies for m easuring area social 
deprivation, including five commonly 
used in the United Kingdom. 

The indicators us ed in Vinson' s 
project are: 
• unemployment 
• low income 
• low birthweight 
• child abuse 
• left school before age 15 
• emergency assistance 
• psychiatric hospital admission 
• court convictions 
• child injuries 
• mortality 
• long-term unemployment 
• unskilled workers 
• court defendants . 
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These indica tors are discussed a t 
l ength , with reference to a range of 
studies relevant to each one. 

This section ha s much to interest the 
gen era l reader. For example, where 
Vinson discusses income as an indicator 
of disadvantage, h e cites a recent piece 
of research in Britain which showed that 
as the economic circumstances of parents 
worsened, so did their children's reading 
abilities. T his finding warrants further 
study, and also raises a question about 
current education al 'policy'. Govern
m ents might m ore profitably attend to 
unem ployment and th e manifold 
negative consequences of low income on 
families than foc us on public educatio n 
and the teaching profession w h e n 
seeking the root cause of illiteracy in 
Australia. 

An important sectio n of Vin son's 
report is where he discusses the concepts 
of 'cumulative disadvantage' and 'milieu 
deprivation ' in relation to the deve lop
m ent and self-perpetuation of areas of 
concentrated poverty-the ' underclass 
phenomenon'. A diagram in the report 
represents how this process happens. 

No diagram, however, can show th e 
reality of the 'psycho-social risk factors' 
for people trapped in these circumstances. 
There is a wealth of research showing the 
damaging consequences of poverty
depression, hopelessness and fatalism. 

Vinson acknowledges some difficul
ties experienced during his research, and 
some limitations. As noted before, not all 
'controll ers of data' were willing to 
provide assistance; some data was not 
available in postcode format and n eeded 
to be converted; and som e data sources 
proved perhaps to be not extensive 
enough (e.g. low birth weight), or were 
only completed to an experimental stage 
within the timeframe of the study (e.g. 
mortality). And there may be oth er 
sources of data that remain inaccessible, 
for a range of reasons, but which could 
perhaps provide different results. There 
were also some differences between th e 
indicators used in each of the two states, 

and the effects of this are noted 
in the report. 

TE FINDINGS OF the Ignatius Centre's 
report point to th e exist ence of 
entrenched disadvantage in both urban 
and rural areas in both states. Vinson 

to p28 ... 



Putting 
the figures 

together 

YsoN's OBJECTI'E was to determine a 
single factor score for each locality which 
would summarise its susceptibility to the 
range of problems under consideration. 
There were several steps in the process, 
from research and analysis of data through 
to testing of results against other models 
for verification. 

First, each postcode was ranked 
according to the number of times it 
scored, per proportion of its population, 
on the chosen social indicators. 

In Victoria these were: unemploy
ment, low income, low birth weight, child 
abuse, left school before age 15, 
emergency assistance, psychiatric hospital 
admission, unskilled workers, court 
defendants, and child injuries. 

And the results of this exercise? The 
study shows that a small number of post
code areas made up a large percentage of 
the locations which ranked highly on the 
social indicators used. 

Only two of these seven post codes 
are in Melbourne, pointing to severe 
problems in pockets of rural Victoria. 

In New South Wales, only nine 
indicators were used, as one chosen 
indicator (the mortality index) had not 
been completed in time. The indicators 
were unemployment, long-term unem
ployment, unskilled workers, left school 
before age 15, low income, child abuse, 
low birthweight, court convictions, and 
emergency assistance. 

The most striking aspect of these 
results is that a high level of concentrated 
disadvantage was identified in the inner 
suburbs of Newcastle, including some of 
those areas which were intended to be 
'flushed away' 25 years ago. 

The second step was to determine if 
there was any significant degree of inter
connectedness between the various 
indicators. The object was to identify a 
disadvantage factor that would 'arrange 

Tony Vinson, Emeritus Professor, School 
of Soc ial Work, University of New 

South W ales 

The most striking aspect of these 
results is that a high level of 
concentrated disadvantage was 
identified in the inner suburbs of 
Newcastle, including precisely 
some of those areas which were 
intended to be 'flushed away' 
25 years ago. 

postcodes in an array, like beads on a 
string, ranging from the area which is 
most generally vulnerable to the 
problems presented by [the] indicators, to 
the one which is least vulnerable.' 

The statistical technique used 
(principal component analysis) identified 
a major factor which showed significant 
correlations when tested against all of the 
indicators, except for low birthweight. 
Each postcode's position on the 'string 
of beads' was then determined by 
weighting each of the ten indicators by a 
value which reflected that indicator's 
loading on the general disadvantage 
factor. The final score was the total 
weighted sum. 

This technique proved that in both 
states there was a considerable overlap 
between those postcodes with the highest 
disadvantage factor and those which were 
previously identified as high-ranking on 
the indicators. 

The report notes, however, that there 
are some marked variations. Some post
code areas which appeared in the Top 30 
rankings did not score particularly highly 
on the disadvantage factor. Vinson 
believes this may be because high and 
low rankings on various indicators have 
had a 'cancelling-out effect'. There are 
also postcodes which had few 
appearances on the Top 30 rankings but 
rated high on the disadvantage factor-a 
result, perhaps, of the cumulative effect 
of a high number of indicator scores just 
below the Top 30 ratings. 

In the third step, the 'disadvantage 
factor' scores were compared with results 
obtained by using similar existing 
measures used commonly by other 
researchers and widely accepted as valid. 
This was done to see whether the high 
factor scores would independently 
identify areas of concentrated disadvan
tage. Vinson chose the index of relative 

social disadvantage, a methodology 
which uses Australian Bureau of Statis
tics census data, focusing on low income, 
low educational attainment and high 
unemployment. This comparison found 
a highly significant correlation between 
the two sets of results: 0.913 in New 
South Wales, and 0.828 in Victoria. 

In the fourth step, Vinson tested the 
data once more in order to check the 
validity of his measures . Areas scoring 
highly on the disadvantage index 
would be expected to have a dispropor
tionate share of the problems captured 
by each indicator, and in both New South 

Wales and Victoria, this proved rr to be the case. 

.lHis REPORT PROVIDES governments with 
a starting point for practical action. It also 
raises interesting issues for researchers 
and social planners to consider. For 
example: 
• Some areas scored highly as a result 
of economic factors such as unemploy
ment and low income; others as a result 
of issues to do with children-abuse, or 
injuries. 
• The experimental data for mortality 
in New South Wales showed that 28 out 
of 30 high-rating areas are rural localities, 
many with significant indigenous 
populations . 
• The intensity of the disadvantage 
factor is higher in New South Wales than 
in Victoria. 
• A comparison of the maps for Sydney 
and Melbourne shows Sydney with only 
two small pockets of extreme disadvan
tage (in the inner city).In Melbourne the 
disadvantaged localities are numerous, 
and spread throughout the inner and 
outer suburbs. 

What, one might ask, is the picture 
like for the rest of Australia? 

-Paddy McCorry 
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feels this i s not a cause for despair, 
however. These areas should not be given 
up on, he says, but seen as starting points 
in a campaign. And the campaign should 
be conducted by all levels of government, 
with the participa tion of community 
agencies and the people themselves, to 
rid society of such inequality. 

The lesson to be learnt from Unequal 
in Life is that failure to act, as occurred 
when similar disadvantage was identified 
in N ewcastle in 1975, will result in the 
developm ent of concentrated pockets of 
poverty. The poverty will beco m e 
intractable and people's lives, children's 
lives particular! y, wi ll be damaged by 
hopelessness. 

Since complet ing the report , the 
Ignatius Centre has held discussions and 
briefings with governm ent authorities in 
both states, and with local community 
groups. 

As noted above, reactions to the report 
have varied. The N e w South Wal es 
Government has responded strongly and 
positively, asking Vinson to continue his 

research and to extend the methodology 
used, with the intention of using it as a 
regular tool for future social planning. 
Initiatives are already under way to 
attack the problems in some localities, 
and the Carr Government is committed 
to similar effor ts in other areas, 
particularly in those parts of Newcastle 
identified in the report . 

Vinson's extensive academic back
ground and practical track record in 
innovative social proj ec ts make him 
well-placed to be a resource for social 
planners and government authorities. A 
quick scan of his community involve
ment alone shows input into such diverse 
areas as social science policy, homeless
ness, welfare services and policies, child 
protection, research evaluation, child 
abuse and public housing. 

But it is in his recent work in public 
housing that Vinson 's strategic approach 
of research, community development 
philosophy and co-operative, inclusive 
practice is most clearly and successfully 
demonstrated. A project between the 
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University of N ew South Wales and the 
D epartment of Hou sing in Sydney to 
transform the problem-ridden housing 
estates of Waterloo is regarded as a model 
for other researchers and activists. 

Such a positive response from the 
New South Wales Government is encour
aging, and both Vinson and the Ignatius 
Centre hope that the repor t will be 
studied closely and used to guide policies 
and programs in other states. 

But the Ignatius Centre is not waiting 
for government to lead the way. As the 
report notes, 'It cannot be assumed that 
social initiatives taken at the sta te or 
national level can override extreme 
degrees of local cumulative disadvan
tage .' So the Centre plans to b egin 
projects in communities in both states, 
aiming to put actions behind its policy 
of 'standing in solidarity with the poor 
in the community' . • 

Paddy McCorry i s a s tudent in the 
D epartment of Creative Media at RMIT 
in Melbourne. 
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T HIS VISUALLY APPEALING, informative account is a tribute to the elephants and an inspiration to 
children. Teresa Cannon and Peter Davis show these magnificent creatures in full splendour in 
their own environment. They have a passion for elephants and manage to convey it. 

At an early age a child develops a taste for knowledge; each new thing learnt is a precious and 
rare gift. Children are taught basics-one plus one is two, C-A-T spells cat-but they need more. 

Teresa Cannon and Peter Davis provide more, exploring the life of an Asian elephant in great 
depth. After living with and observing them for five years, they have a profound understanding 
of these great animals and have now translated all they know into a language comprehensible 
to a child. A child can chew on a steak, but it is much easier if you cut it up for her. 

I am continually surprised by the things my seven-year-old sister comes out with. How can 
such a small child pick up and absorb so much information, I wonder to myself. But when 
children are exposed to the same amount of information as we are, why wouldn't they? It may 
seem to breeze over their heads, but often it will be recovered at a later age, and then stick with 
them for life . 

While this is a children's book, the information in it is very detailed but also very interesting. 
It is the same information that would be given to an older reader but is adapted here to capture 
the interest of the child. Take for example this description of elephant hair: 'Their hair stands 
straight up and feels like soft plastic. It shines in the sun.' 

'The more people know about elephants and how special they are, the more they will work 
to find a way for people and elephants to live together,' say Cannon and Davis . So the book is 
natural history plus environmental education of a non-preachy kind. 

So unless you believe you can portray the Asian elephants more accurately and with more 
passion yourself, I strongly recommend you let your child enjoy the beauty that is Asian 
Elephants. - Kate Crofts is a Melbourne Year 10 student. 

The Two Acrobats, Jeanne Ryckmans, illustrated by Simon Leys. Duffy & Snellgrove, 1999 . 
ISBN 1 875989 43 9, RRP $12.90 

W HEN I WAS LITTLE my grandmother read aloud to my sister and me. While I'm sure this is not unusual 
grandmotherly behaviour I have always felt enormously privileged to have had a grandmother who 
seemed to be able to sculpt the very air of our bedtime stories. The great grey-gr ~n ,,~as .bil.!JB.OP9 
River, all set about with fever trees are words I will forever imagine snaking through the e/(,91 ·g.g light 
of my childhood. But she wouldn't read just anything. My sister or I would always pifrl oJrrhe t'1olden 
Book version of Mary Pop pins. N ever was it opened-! thank her in retrospe(\V I stefld V\)e delighted 

in the adventures of Rikki-Tikki-Tavi or Mr Tumnus·. " 
The Two Acrobats is a book I'm sure my gro\ll.'l.clmothe~fWOuld have 

read us. Exploring the characters that inhabit the Paris,winter ciry-us and1 

the savoury bugs that bloat their stomachs g1ves '1e nne R:yckma3-s 
(words) and Simon Leys (pictures) much to hav fu w.i_~h. Ringnr{~ters, 
Strong Men, pyjamaed aerial artistes, president~ o11t~publics, garlic 
snails and roasted pigs-all dance about the pages, ducking ip and out of 
the story marked down in Leys' lyrical freehand. 

This is a book that children will love to see and hear and adults will 
love to read aloud. My own daughter wanted to travel to Paris"' on the 
strength of it- and I'm happy that her books should encourage travel 
desires so in tune with my own. 

- Siobhan Jackson is Eureka Street's graphic desi 
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w >NC ABOUT John Sluw Neilson in The Age 
over ten years ago, John Larkin made a sad claim: few 
people read the poet 'except for fleeting glances in 
the flurry of the classroom'. 

Yet only a small acquaintance with Neilson 
( 1872-1942) brings something fresh or poignant, joyful 
or haunting. Many avid readers who neglect Henry 
Lawson, Henry Handel Richardson and Joseph Furphy 
brighten when Neilson is mentioned, when they recall 
a poem, remember seeing Darryl Emmerson's musical 
play The Pathfinder back in the 1980s, or express a 
desire to read more verse. 

Down in the land where h e was born, Neilson 
rates highly even when compared with the bevy of 
talented Australians who pioneered white settlement 
around Penola, South Australia, as my wife Dawn and 
I found out last November. We passed through the 
splendid green pastures, lakes and swamp lands of the 
West Wimm era. Huge and ancient red gums 
dominated the paddocks with stateliness and stability 
as we drove through Goroke, Bringalbert, Apsley and 
Langkoop to the SA border. 
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Then the Coonawarra and Penola vineyards and 
tasting rooms, hundreds upon hundreds of acres, row 
after row, sign after sign, still expanding, had a well
drill ed, manicured uniformity we found sl ightly 
daunting. 'Enough to put you off the stuff,' muttered 
Dawn unconvincingly. 

Penola is a lovely little town, well-tended and 
proud, swimming in roses and colourful gardens, 
dotted with h eritage cottages, surrounded by green 
paddocks, swamplands and giant red gums, engulfed 
by historical associations that claim visitors wh erever 
they go. Notices, signs and plaques inform on street 
comers, buildings and footpaths and there are so many 
important people to celebrate : John Riddoch (1827-
1901), Blessed Mary MacKillop (1842-1963) and many 
more. In 18 72, John Shaw N eilson was born there. 

We made our first call to Racecourse Road on the 
outskirts of town and were directed to a vineyard with 
a plaque marking the spot where N eilson lived his 
first three years. This plaque was unveiled several 
years ago by the vineyard owners, Peter and Margaret 
Muller. Under a fine avenue of red gums which border 



o dreams' 

the vineyard, it is not far from Racecourse, Sawpit 
and other swamps which played such a part in the 
poet's Penola childhood, remained in his memory, and 
informed the fantasies involved in one of his most 
famous poems, 'The Land Where I Was Born ', 
published in 1907: 

Have you ever been down to my countree 
where the birds made happy Spring? 

The parrots screamed from the honey-trees 
and the jays hopped chattering. 

Strange were the ways of the water-birds 
in the brown swamps, night and morn: 

I knew the roads they had in the reeds 
in the land where I was born. 

Later, we met Margaret Muller, the energetic and 
articulate author of the impressive Dreamers and 
Singers: Poets of the South East (1994) and Penola, 
Where it All Began, Mary MacKillop 1842-1909. One 
of a band of local historians, Margaret, an English 
teacher at the Penola High School, conducts a segment 
of Year 12 English Studies on John Shaw Neilson's 

life and poetry and continues h er own indefatigable 
love affair with the poet. 

From the Racecours e Road area the N eilson 
family moved to a rented cottage still standing in 
McArthur Street and in 1880, young Jock, as N eilson 
was known in his family circles, began a brief 
attendance at a new school n earby in what is now 
Riddoch Street. This building is part of the present 
Penola Primary School. 

The N eilsons had plenty of relatives living in 
Penola , including Jo ck 's Uncle William N eilson, 
whose family lived in one of Penola's most famous 
thoroughfares, the delightful Petticoat Lane. Appar
ently, it becam e known as Petticoat Lane because of 
the large numbers of female children living there in 
the early days. Petticoat Lane's attractive historical 
cottages are now owned by the Penola Branch of the 
N ational Trust and rented out to tourists. 

We walked down it several times . The cottages, 
decorative little gardens with attractive shrubs, a 
m agnificent cedar and other old conifers, make it a 
lovely stroll. The original red-gum wooden curbings 
have been restored. On the top corner stands the first 
Josephite School established by Mary MacKillop and 
Father Julian Tenison Woods in the 1860s. Next door 
is the recently completed Mary MacKillop 
Interpretative Centre which attracts many visitors and 
has interesting architectural features. 

Neilson wrote more than one poem relating to 
petticoats, and critics sometimes connect them to 
Petticoat Lane, which seems fair enough. His 
'Petticoat Green', published in 1915, prompted his 
mentor, A.G . Stephens, to comment: 'This is 
glorious verse .' Neilson told his friend James 
Devaney that it was a talk to an artist and a tribute 
to the colour green: 

A petticoat is a tender thing, 
t ender as love or dew, 

Perhaps it is piece of an angel's garb 
that has sometime fallen through; 

For there be gates in the distant sky 
that the elder seers have seen, 

And you-you have known them, mournful man! 
so paint me a petticoat green . 

James Devaney's John Shaw Neilson (1944) also 
quotes the poet making an apt late-in-life comment: 
'Inspirational poetry is often dealing with beautiful 
abstractions almost impossible to express, and at its 
best may defy analysis word for word and line by line.' 

We dawdled around Greenrise Swamp within 
sight of town. In good rainfall years it would cover a 
large area liberally dotted with majestic red gums 
probably old when Neilson roamed there as a child. 
What a place for kids it must have been. Plovers, 
seagulls, cormorants and black ducks performed for 
us as light rain spotted down and, intermittently, huge 
trucks, clanging and roaring, hurtled past on the 
Mount Gambier road. 
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By 1881 thefamily had fallen on desperately hard 
financial times. Little Jock, now nin e years old, had 
four siblings : Margaret, Jessie, Annie and William. Af
ter the family was evicted from their rental home, 
John N eilson (Snr) took up a selection at Minimay 
across the border in Victoria where the family settled 
and anoth er son, Frank, was born . 

The Minimay selection presented difficulties 
ga lore . The land was uncleared and unfenced, a 
dwelling had to be built, a well sunk and the N eilsons 
had no capital or income. There, the family spent eight 
years of unrelieved material hardship. No wonder the 
poet wrote of it as ' the poor, poor country'. In order 
for the family to survive, the fat her was forced to seek 
contract labouring work in the surrounding districts 
making the development of the farm extrem ely 
difficult. However, he was prominent in urging the 
establishment of a school at Minimay which opened 
in May 1885. His oldest son attended for only some 
15 months until he turned 14 and went sh earing and 
fencing with his father. The future poet's main 
education came from reading the books the family 

owned, mainly th e poe try of Scott, 
Coleridge, Hood and Burns. 

M INIMAY TODAY, population 12, is a few 
kilometres off the main road, a secluded spot 
consisting only of a store, church, hall, two or th ree 
houses . Our contact was Geoff Carracher, farmer, 
Justice of th e Peace, Councillor of the West Wimmera 
Shire, local historian and many o ther interesting 
things. Carrachers have lived around Minimay since 
the 1870s . T en years after the Neilsons left, the 
Carrachers acquired their land and retained ownership 
until recently . 

Geoff showed us the old selection a couple of 
miles from town alongside N eilson Swamp which 
usually fills with several feet of water each year and 
dries before summer ends. He took us to wh ere the 
school had been, th e school which he attended fro m 
1946 until it closed in 1950, unaware of th e fa mous 
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Australian who had preceded him. He showed us the 
plaque that Minimay citizens dedica ted to Neilson, 
now in the local store. 

The usual red gums dot N eilson Swamp as do a 
few bull oaks and an occasional grey or yellow box on 
their old selection. We stood there looking, the Lit tle 
Desert only a short distance north, no house in sight, 
n o veh icle noises . T h e silen ce was loud, broken 
occasionally by the hum of insects or a bird call. A 
dozen or so galahs took off nearby and a crimson 
rosella landed in som e high grass. 

The school grounds are shaded by giant conifers, 
Pepper trees and 18 of the ubiquitous Sugar gum, all 
obviously planted in the early days of the school. Jock 
Neilson and Co . h ad only to climb the fence to 
descend to the large Minimay Swamp, surrounded by 
red gums and populated by the water birds about 
which he wrote later: Blue cranes (White-faced Heron), 
pelicans, swans, black ducks, spoonbills, plovers. Late 
in life h e ended 'The Crane is My N eighbour' as 
follows: 

The bird is my neighbour, he leaves not a claim 
for a sigh, 

He moves as the guest of the sunlight- he roams 
in the sky. 

The bird is a noble, he turns to the sky for a 
theme, 

And the ripples are thoughts coming out to the 
edge of a dream. 

Neilson has written of his childhood fear of God. 
He told James Devaney how, probably at Minimay, 
the blue crane cured him of that fear : 'It seem ed so 
confident and happy without any fear. It wasn't 
frightened about God like me.' In 'The Gentle Water 
Bird' , his poem for Mary Gilmore, he wrote: 

Gracious he was and lofty as a king: 
Silent he was, and yet he seemed to sing 
Always of littl e children and the Spring. 

God? Did he know him I It was far he flew ... 
God was not terrible and thunder-blue: 
- It was a gentle water bird I knew. 

In June 1889 the Neilsons surrendered their 
Minimay selection. They travelled by wagon across 
the Little Desert to Dow Well, a few miles south of 
the rapidly expanding Nhill. 

From their new home, John Neilson and his eldest 
son took shearing, fencing and wheat-clearing work. 
Margaret, the eldest daughter, became a domestic 
until she obtained the position of sewing teacher at 
the local Tarranginnie East School on 12/6 per week. 
She kept that job for nearly four years. The younger 
Neilson children attended this school. 

During their years around Nhill, John N eilson 
and John Shaw Neilson both had poems published in 
the Nhill Mail an d several of th e latter's poems 



appeared in The Australasian and the Bulletin. 
On the Western Highway, about six kilometres 

on the Adelaide side of Nhill, a sign reads : 'Historical 
Marker 300m, Pioneer Poet Monument'. The 
monument is at the site of the Tarranginnie East 
School. The inevitable plantation of sugar gums 
borders the school block. We stood there on a windy 
day with clouds building up for a downpour, gazing 
across brown paddocks sloping towards the Little 
Desert. The Neilsons had lived in a rented house just 
over there. Somehow it seemed a desolate, sad place, 
with traffic zooming along at high speed. No other 
car stopped. Lyric poets on the Western Highway lead 
a somewhat lonely existence. 

In 1895 the Neilsons moved to a mallee selection 
eas t of Sea Lake on Tyrrell Creek, on what is today 
the Sea Lake-Swan Hill Road. Their prospects had 
not improved. They moved further north all the time, 
further inland, from poor country to poorer country, 
from debt to more debt. 

Drought years, rabbit hordes, severe frosts and 
lack of capital brought continued hardship. The men 
were forced to seek labouring work thereby neglecting 
the nascent farm. Towards the end of 1897 Margaret 
Neilson (Snr) became ill and died at the Bendigo 
Hospital, aged 47. Then the eldest daughter, Margaret, 

spent months in the Bendigo Hospital with 

K 
typhoid fever. 

EVA LLOYD, NEWSAGENT, local historian and 
lifetime resident of Sea Lake, is the author of the huge 
432-page Then Awake Sea Lake, published in 1997, 
an admirable history of the district, containing 
hundreds of fascinating photos. An efficient 
enthusiast, Keva directed us to the original Neilson 
block on Tyrrell Creek, now owned by Ron Harrison. 

In a strong wind we wandered over the land 
cleared of the mallee that clothed it when the Neilsons 
arrived over 100 years before. The sky dominated huge 
plough ed paddocks intersected with mallee borders. 
We saw some of the original boundary fencing with 
eight strands of fencing wire topped by one of barb. 
Between the posts four wooden droppers held the 
wires of each panel. Ron Harrison informed me those 
droppers, split from bull oak timber, were nearly as 
good as new even though 100 years old. 

Early this century the Neilsons took up blocks 
close to what is now the Eureka Flora Reserve, north 
of Sea Lake not far from Chinkapook, over 2000 acres 
in all. For many years the home was at a spot a couple 
of kilometres up the slope from the Sea Lake
Robinvale Road amid low hills. Belah, native pine and 
mallee grew there and saltbush, a useful fodder. Today, 
most of it is billiard-table clear. 

Aylis Scougall, a lifetime resident, directed us to 
the site of the old Neilson place. She was born in the 
1930s, just across the bush road. A local history 
authority, Aylis also referred us to a long line of 
fencing work on the nearby Chillingollah Road. 'They 

were fanatical fencers,' she said, 'Everything had to 
be exact.' This was why the N eilsons were so often 
employed to erect fencing . The poet casually men
tions in his autobiography that they did eight miles 
of fencing near Lake Tyrrell in the summer of 1901. 

Imagine the work: there were no chain saws, 
tractors, post-hole diggers and modern machines, only 
axes, shovels and crowbars. The posts had to be cut 
with axes, the holes dug with shovels and crowbars. 
The posts had to be lined up and rammed in with 
crowbars, the holes bored with wires, the wires 
inserted and strained tight. And there were no hot 
showers, fridges, hard or soft mattresses. Have you 
ever used a shovel and a crowbar all day, dear reader? 
My father and grandfather had an intimate knowledge 
of such work. My acquaintanceship was more fleeting 
but even thinking about it makes me tired. No wonder 
John Shaw Neilson regarded grape picking at Mildura 
(a job many present day folk find appalling) as rather 
restful and recuperative! 

The poet wrote in his spare time or composed in 
his head while engaged on easier jobs like riding after 
stock: 'I seldom could write anything in the summer 
because the heat and the flies seemed to unsettle my 
mind. The best time for writing in the Mallee is from 
the beginning of May till the end of September. The 
mornings are sharp but there are a great many sunny 
days. The winter sunlight is particularly beautiful. ' 
So begins 'May': 

Shyly the silver-hatted mushrooms make 
Soft entrance through, 

And undelivered lovers, half awake, 
Hear noises in the dew. 

And he ends 'The Sun is Up': 

Blithely a bush boy wanders on a walk
Shaking with joy, joyous in heart and limb: 
For his delight the trees have learned to talk 
And all the flowers have little laughs with him 
Watching the far sky, wonderful and dim ... 
The sun is up, and Death is far away: 
The first hour is the sweetest of the day. 
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The Smoker parrots go t his poetic attention 
several times. Smoker is the bush name for magnifi
cent, mainly yellow, Regent parrots inhabiting north
wes t Victoria and the Murray areas nearby: 

He has the full moo n on his breast, 
The moonbeams are about his wing; 
He has the colours of a king. 
I see him floating unto rest 
Wh en all eyes wea ril y go wes t, 
And th e warm wi nds a re quieting. 
T he moonbeams arc abo ut h is wing: 
H e has th e full moon on his breast . 

('The Smoker Parro t') 

N eilson loved the spring. H e recognised October 
as a wonderful month in Australia . He dubbed spring 
'th e sweetening of th e year' and was so m etimes 
known as the green singer: 

All singers have shadows 
that follow like fears, 

But I kn ow a singer 
w ho never saw tears: 

A gay love-a green love
delightso m e! divin e! 

The Spring is that s inger
an old love of mine! ('Green Singer' ) 

The poems flow ed: N eilson publish ed m ore 
during the 20 years he and the family were at Eureka 
than at any other time. This was when he believed h e 
wrote at his best. 

There were tragedies. His sisters, Margaret and 
Jessie, died when young women in 1903 and 1907. 
Margaret was working at a Sea Lake hotel when she 
became very ill with consumption early in 1902. For 
nearly a year she stayed with friends who ran the hotel 
at Berriwillock before returning to the Eureka property 
where her father had built her a hut of pine logs with 
a good earthen floor. The hut, still there when Aylis 
Scougalllived nearby, used to be remembered locally 
as th e place where Margaret N eilson died in 1903 . 

On the way to Sea Lake we stopped for coffee 
and bacon sandwiches in a lovely little park alongside 
that Berriwillock Hotel. We ate on green lawns below 
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brilliant scarlet bottle-brushes, shady melaleucas and 
a Eucalyptus woodwardii covered with glorious bright 
yellow blossoms. I wondered how green and shady it 
was in Margaret N eilson 's time there. 

Our next stop was a t the Sea Lake Railway ya rd 
where John Shaw Neilson and his father held a council 
of war on the nigh t they learned Maggie was seriously 
ill- they had no money and sh e had no mother and 
n o proper hom e. They m et und er a mountainous 
wheat stack, for the Station then bustled with teams 
and wa s piled high w ith ba gs of wheat. N ow 
unmann ed and desert ed, it looked derelict and 
windswept but s till a co uple of old struggling 
geraniums, struggling to flower, showed signs of life . 

About 1910, the shy, retiring N eilson apparently 
fell in love. Whether his feelings were reciproca ted is 
not known. Florence Case, who delivered mail at Sea 
Lake, was less than half his age: 

Dark eyes are hers; but in their darkn ess lies 
a ll th e white holiness of Pa radise; 

A tender violet within th em shows 
and the unsullied beauty of the rose; 

Dark eyes are hers. 

And much more verse along similar themes came 
during this time: as well as 'H er Eyes' there is 'You, 
and Yellow Air', 'The Girl with Black Hair', 'Love's 
Coming', 'To a Letter Carrier', the Sadie poems and 
others. Some sort of friendship obviously existed, but 
by 1916 sh e was married with a son. As Florence 

Spencer she attended N eilson 's funeral at 
Footscray in 1942. 

N ILSON WAS BECOM ING known as a poet. His verse 
appeared periodically in the Bool<fellow, the Sydney 
Sun and other journals. His first collection, Heart of 
Spring, was publish ed in 1919, 80 years ago, by A.G. 
Stephens' The Bool<fellow. Further volumes, in the 
poet's lifetime, followed in 1923, 1927, 1934 and 1938 . 

Meanwhile his eyesight troubled him and reading 
and writing became difficult . A large part of the Eureka 
land had been sold off over the years and he fo un d 
m ore work away from the Mall ee in Gippsland, 
Mildura and Melbourne. 

Eyesight problems necessitated getting someone 
to write at his dictation. This wasn ' t always eas y. 
James Devaney, in his biography of Neilson, tells how 
the poet once got a workmate on a road job to copy 
m ateri al. 'What , po etry?' the fellow gasped and 
became bewildered with the problems of spelling and 
punctuation. After a few lines the fe llow exclaimed, 
'Jesus!' And then, 'But this ain' t poetry anyway, Jock, 
you must be going off your onion. ' 

Neilson 's father died in 1922 . T he old man had 
married again and fathered two more daughters. The 
poet , about this t ime, began to receive a literary 
pension of on e pound per week, 'a great help when 
out of work'. He provided regu lar m oney for his 
tepsisters and their moth er. In 1928 a permanent job 



was found for him as a messenger for the Country 
Roads Board at the Exhibition Buildings. He was 56. 
For 13 years he worked there while living at 160 
Gordon Street, Footscray, with his sister, Annie 
McKimm, her husband and children. 

Hal Porter, in his autobiographical The Extra, 
tells of his interview with Neilson in the Exhibition 
Gardens in 1935 while the poet/messenger ate his 
sandwich lunch : 

here he is, half blind, shy, monosyllabic, 
awkwardly eating while walking and being hounded 
by an unshy and inquisitional pest .. . my intentions 
are of the sweetest and selfish est, my love of his poetry 
intense and almost sincere. 'The Orange Tree', I recall, 
particularly tantalises me yet, though I know it by 
heart, has me flummoxed. It's like reading smoke ... 
I fire unrecallable questions into his diffidence, and 
can't recall any of the answers. Only two of his 
remarks stay with me. One's that he can't recite 'The 
Orange Tree' or any other poem of his, even mentally 
to himself. This strikes me as extraordinary. I can 
rattle off any of my adjective-choked verses anywhere, 
to anyone ... John Shaw Neilson's other unforgotten 
remark is: 'Like a cup of tea?' 

But the young Porter mindlessly refused. 
Annie sometimes acted as his amanuensis, a task 

she shared with her young stepsister, Elizabeth, whom 
Neilson called 'Lisette'. Several phone conversations 
reveal 'Lisette' as a most courteous, composed and 
alert person, born in 1915. She describes her brother, 
Jock, as 'a man of feeling and understanding who'd 
had a hard life'. She lived her first years at the Eureka 
farm near Chinkapook but remembers nothing about 
it. But she remembers the help and money Jock 
provided regularly for her family. 'He did practically 
everything for us.' 

Here was a man who had had only three years' 
schooling. He lived a large part of his life in poverty. 
His mother and two sisters died young. He spent 40 
years at hard, slogging, physical toil. Yet he created a 
wealth for us all, if only we could pause long enough 
to absorb it. He shines out of the land where he was 
born, from the magnificent, harsh, dented expanses 
of the Wimmera and the Mallee, glinting mystically, 
with his water birds and colours, young girls and 
suffering women, smoker parrots and honey bees, 
compassion and sensitivity. How well he summed it 
up in 'The Poor, Poor Country': 

My riches all went into dreams that never yet 
came home, 

They touched upon the wild cherries and the 
slabs of honeycomb, 

They were not of the desolate brood that men 
can sell or buy, 

Down in that poor country no pauper was I. • 

John Sendy lives and writes in North Central Victoria. 

POEM 

PETER PORTER 

Max Is Missing 

The stars are there as mathematics is, 
The very there of nothing to be proved. 

And so we say that theorems rely 
On axioms, or proof by the absurd. 

And stars outshine the tenses, kings on plinths 
Or menses of the strutting nano-nodes. 

While all along our mathematicians fear 
They're stalking horses of an abstract god, 

And posit the suspicion there's no room 
For rich historic tit-bits in their space-

The big and little of it, shrunk or spun, 
A million needle-points, a mono-ange. 

Out of the corner of philosophy's eye 
a mathematician's pinning on a post 

Max is missing: ginger tabby cat 
With white sabots-reward for his return. 

The government of integers will wait 
While our researcher searches for his cat, 

The stars be patient, God donate his time; 
A theorem is for Christmas, but a cat 

Is for forever. Come home, Maximus, 
The badges on the fridge are slipping down. 

The page is Luddite quite as stars are bright, 
A ball-point and a brain out-twinkle them. 

Should stars know Max is missing, would they guess 
How little he must miss them where he is? 
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BOOKS: l 

MOIRA RAYNER 

Law in the lzilling fields 

0 
Crimes Against Humanity: The Struggle for Global Justice, Geoffrey Robertson, 

Allen Lane, T he Pengu in Press, 1999. ISBN 0 713 99 197 6, RRP $45 

N 120cronER, the human population transforms the ius from what was, for I have used the language of human rights 
of the Earth officially reached six billion, hundreds of years, merely 'divine', natural for 30 years as an advocate. It gives both a 
with nea rly 200 different sovereign govern- or moral law: universality-there can be no benchmark and a dictionary for expressing 
m ents, reflecting their unique cultures, cultural exemption from their application- outrage at the defici encies of laws and 
traditions and laws. Yet there are some and enforceability-you don't leave it to behaviour ofgovernmentagents.Robertson 
rules of conduct, supported by all rational God to punish. reminds us that these ideas have power, 
beings and regarded as binding, which make I was discouraged, as a law student in that naming a wrong m akes it possible to 
up a universal, international law- what the 1960s, from studying international law right it, and that human rights are an engine 
Roman law called' ;us gentium' . They deal because it was not ' real law' . Yet I began my for changing both institutional behaviour, 
with individual freedoms shared by all studies 20 years after the Nuremberg Trials, and citizens' expectations of justice. 
people, without discrimination: safety of in which the language of 'crimes against Until very recently, it was unimaginable 
the person, and freedom from the wanton humanity' was used for the first time, which that a respectable, rich, aristocratic old man 
sta te inflicti on of dea th and torture; fairness, made such crimes punishable, even if they with powerful friends could be brought to 
and rules which protect every individual were ' legal' according to the country which book for 'c rimes against hum anit y' 
from arbitrary arrest and unfair trial; and authorised, mandated or excused them. committed while he was the Head of State 
liberty of belief, or freedom from unreason- I was introduced to human rights discourse of a sovereign nation . Yet, in 1998, Augus te 
able interference with choice of religion, by a Perth barrister, Henry Wallwork, a Pinochet, the former Chilean dictator, who 
opinion and associates. Some acts which judge of W A's Supreme Court now, who had granted himself and his minions legal 
deny these freedoms are crimes against used to carry, and quote from, a dog-ea red immunity for their abduction, torture, and 
humanity, everywhere. copy of the United Nation 's 1948 Universal murder of political opponents, was arrested 

Geoffrey Robertson's book could not be Declaration of Human Rights, often when on his last, carefree jaunt to England, to face 
better timed. Australia has entered into a we were stewing in frustration at th e extradition and charges for such crimes 
new regional activism, based on a perceived maltreatment of our Aboriginal, or m entally perpetrated on citizens of a third sovereign 
duty to protect a people from atrocious ill, often wretchedly poor criminal clients. nation, Spain. He was surpri ed, and has 
suffering. Robertson takes the pragmatic Of course, the Declaration was unenforce- apparently been thrown into a depression . 
viewthat'aruleisoneoflawnotbecauseit able, and still is. Some human rights (Myspiritslifted .) 
has been laid down with clarity in a treaty activists argue too forcefully that human Until 1999 it see m ed equally 
or a textbook, but because there is at least rights trea ties are part of our legal sys tem. unimaginab le that the UN might authorise 
a slim prospect that some day, someone As Robertson puts it, 'optimism is an eye the bombing of a sovereign state, Serbia, to 
will be arrested for its breach ... across disease which inflicts many who expound protec t its Albani a n Ko sova rs fr o m 
governmental boundari es'. This is what human rights law ... ' atrocious treatm ent. M a tt ers have 
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developed so swiftly that East Timor is 
m entioned in just half a sentence in 
Robertson's book, which he finished writing 
in April 1999. Who would have foreseen 
then that, by September, Australian troops 
would be serving in East Timor to protect 
its people from well-organised slaughter by 
Indonesian army, police and state-sponsored 
militias? And serving in an East Timor 
whose Indonesian administration had been 
recognised by Australia as ' legitimate' after 
Indonesia invaded in 1975. 

Less than a month later, and before the 
UN was forced to authorise its Human 
Rights Commission to inquire into 
atrocities and forced displacement of the 
population, the International Commission 
of Jurists authorised its own Commission 
of Inquiry. The Law Societies of four 
Australian states and the Australian Section 
of that UN-affiliated organisation of judges 
and lawyers have begun to train hundreds 
of vo lunteer lawyers to document the 
evidence of East Timorese refugees now in 
Australia . The documenting is an essential 
preparatory step for potential prosecu
tions-whether in Indonesian, Timorese or 
other tribunals-and UN action. 

In the half century after the Nuremberg 
trials, virtually no progress had been made 
in establishing an international 'rule of 
law' which would make perpetrators of 
crimes against humanity accountable. The 
UN did create, and the international 
community ratified, more human rights 
treaties, which oblige nations to protect the 
fundamental rights of their own people, 
and permit intervention against those who 
do not. During that time no steps were 
taken t o realise the promises of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
or any other treaties. The UN and its 
members engaged in hand-wringing, grand
standing and blind-eye turning, while 
'sovereign' governments wrought havoc on 
their populations-in Cambodia, Rwanda, 
Iraq, the former Yugoslavia. They were still 
looki n g away when, for exa mpl e, 
Afghanistan turn ed its women into 
sub -human s laves. The international 
community, by failing to act, granted de 
facto immunity to monsters such as 
Uganda's Idi Amin and Haiti's Duvalier, 
dictators in flight from the countries they 
had despoiled and plundered. N o wonder 
Pinochet felt safe. No wonder Indonesia's 
Wiranto is 'outraged'. 

Clear! y, those nations that ratified 
instruments which did have enforcement 
provisions (UN committees, largely) such 
as the_International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights (1966) and the Convention 
Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman 
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 
meant them to have as little impact on 
their actual behaviour as the Geneva Con
ventions and prohibitions on inhumane acts 
in war-widely flouted. Their diplomats 
resisted the establishment of a standing 
International Criminal Court; governments 
failed to apprehend accused criminals to 
face trial in special Courts, such as the 
Hague Tribunal into crimes against 
humanity in the Balkans. The proposed 
International Criminal Court, agreed to in 
July 1998, whenratifiedbyenoughcountries 
(60), will be able entertain these charges, 
but we can expect a long wait for the 
necessary ratifications. Few sovereign 

nations fancy being accountable 

B 
for what they do to their people. 

UT THE MIUEU has ch anged, and 
apparently suddenly. What brought the shift 
about? 

Robertson identifies two factors. One is 
the ease of modern communications. 
Tyrants who burn books can't shoot down 
sate llit es- which documented the 
destruction of Dili, and the apparent mid
ocean unloading of ships said to be crammed 
with Timorese civilians. Nor can they close 
down the internet. Threats and violence in 
Dili drove Australian TV crews to flight; 
but troops are in East Timor because those 
crews, there to observe the independence 
vote, sent us astonishing proof that armed 
thugs first threatened, then openly went 
hunting, s lau ghtering and kidnapping 
civilians, burning their homes and towns 
after the independence vote . We heard the 
screams and phoned pleas for help from 
priests and doctors; saw the blood, the 
smoke columns, the gh ostly eyes of terrified 
fugitives slipping silently in the darkness 
to the hills as their would-be murderers 
circled UN and Red Cross compounds . 

Australians responded, viscerally: we 
could not stand by. But we waited until the 
Indonesian Government agreed, and half a 
million East Timorese went miss ing. 
Consent had to be achieved diplomatically. 
East Timor was not as stra t egically 
important to the superpowers controlling 
the UN- the US is the only real superpower 
left-as the Balkans had been . Diplomatic 
justifications for non-intervention flowered 
and the UN bureaucracy fiddled as Dili 
burned. But Indonesia did agree, persuaded 
by the demands of international law, which 
has, over the last seven years, begun to 
challenge th e precepts of diplomacy. As 

Robertson points out, human rights are 
often inconsistent with and inconvenient 
to, diplomacy. 

The history of human rights and the 
movement for global justice shows a struggle 
against 'sovereignty'-the principle of non
intervention in the internal affairs of nation 
states. The horror of the Holocaust was not 
enough for the UN to deconstruct this 
principle after Nuremberg. The superpower 
self-interest of the Cold War blocked the 
enforcement of UN promises to prevent 
crimes against humanity. UN committees 
and the Security Council, with its absurdly 
convoluted bureaucratic structure, have 
been flawed and inefficient. 

As Robertson points out, the greatest 
progress in protecting fundamenta l human 
rights has been made where states have 
jointly set up regional institutions , 
independent of any internal government 
politics, to receive individual complaints. 
These tribunals' findings are enforceable 
and they can demand compliance with 
human rights laws from governments a a 
condition of membership of the regional 
community. Why do they demand this? 
Because a country which does not protect 
its own citizens' rights is unlikely to respect 
the 'sovereignty' or rights of its neighbours 
and their people. The best example, lauded 
by Robertson, is the European Charter and 
Court ofJustice. Former Australian Human 
Rights Commissioner, Brian Burdekin, has 
been advising the UN and member nations 
on setting up these institutions for the last 
five years. It was only through reading 
Robertson that I understood how important 
his work is, and that human rights institu
tions in countries such as Latvia and Outer 
Mongolia are important for Australia too. 

So we sh ould welcome Indonesia 's 
recently announced Inquiry, involving its 
own independent Human Rights Commis
sion, into East Timor, no matter our 
cynicism about its ou tcome. The Inter
national Commission of Jurists' Inquiry by 
three emin ent jurists (n one will be 
Australian), and the UN Human Rights 
Commission's independent investigation, 
are also necessary. Justice must be done, 
and be seen to be clone. That is why the 
House of Lords set aside its own initial 
finding that Pinochet had lost his 'sovereign 
immunity' because of the UK's ratification 
of the Convention Against Torture: it was 
right, but one of the judges h ad been 
associated with Amnesty, which hac\ 
intervened and made submissions on the 
case. The legal principle is more important 
than the inconvenience. 
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Robertson traces the development of 
human rights, from church law through the 
writings of philosophers such as Locke and 
Hobbes, and domestic manifesta tions such 
as the American War oflndependence. That 
war asserted not only the primacy of 
individual liberty as a restriction on the power 
of the state, but for the first time required a 
constitutional enumeration of the rights a 
citizen could enforce against a government 
by taking it to a court. The Nuremberg 
Tribunal, after World War II, defined' crimes 
against humanity' for the first time as rights 
that could not be taken away by law, and 
could be enforced. We are now in th e third 
age of human rights: the enforcement age. 
The Pinochet arrest, the Hague Tribunal, 
and the UN-authorised bombing of Serbia 
arc its first steps. The establishment of the 
International Criminal Court, when it 
happens, will be a true watershed. 

Reading Robertson's brilliantly readable 
account reassured me that human rights 
talk- pooh-poohed by the Australian Govem
ment in domestic political discourse- has 
legitimacy. It is now a legal precept, not just 
a political ideal, that individual human 
beings possess basic rights which no political 
order can remove; and that other countries 
(through intern a tiona! ins ti tu tions) can tell 
nation states how to treat their citizens. 

Words are not enough. We must 
incorporate these principles into the 
Australian legal system. Indeed, Australia 
has, as Robertson notes. The High Court 
decision in Teoh incorporated Australia's 
international obligations, und er the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, as a 
'legitimate expectation' of our 'natural 
justice' procedural rules. That th e 
Commonwealth removed it, as a matter of 
political expedience, is an abomination and 
shou ld be reversed, particularly now . 

In Robertson's own words: 'If the 
promises of the Universal Declaration are 
to be realised, we must look to bodies 
independent of the UN, to regional treaty 
systems and their courts, to forge an inter
national human rights law sufficiently 
understood and respected to be enforced in 
municipal courts [my emphasis] through
out the world ... (which) calls for a consensus 
of principles and not an accommodation 
with political power ... ' 

His own wife and young children, 
Robertson comments ruefully, have force
fully reminded him that 'the most funda
mental human right begins at home'. • 

Moira Rayner is a lawyer and freelance 
journalist. 

BooKs: 2 

PETER COCHRANE 

The history man 

A Short History of Manning Clark, Stephen Hol t, 
Allen & Unwm, 1999 ISBN 1865 08 0594, RRP $29.95 

Q, TH'M' m s,ephen Holt'' lueid enmmuni'" a< Melboume Unive"''Y " 
and quietly partisan Short History of the Cold War got under way. This, at the 
Manning Clarl< concerns Clark's dissenting same time that the communist cell on 
spirit. 'Ther e could be no cheerful campus declared they would never admit 
communion with regimented believers of Clark because he was a 'reactionary' and a 
any sort', writes Holt. non-joiner anyway. An ASIO report at the 

There was little chance of Clark's time agreed with the University commu-
becoming an ideologue for anyone or any- nists . The informant wrote that Clark would 
thing, let alone an 'agent '. For that you had 'never submit himself to the dictates of 
to be an ardent believer and Clark was others, whether they be Party or otherwise'. 
never sure about what to believe in. He was Another strand in this Short History 
always searching and being disappointed. concerns Clark's trail of critics and the 
There are brief bursts of barracking for a failure of some to match the perceptiveness 
great leader (Lenin, Kennedy, Whitlam), for of the ASIO spy quoted above. Geoff Pryor's 
like Carlyle he could idolise a commanding cartoon summary of the case for Clark's 
individual, but that sort of 'communion' Order of Lenin has one thuggish Courier-
was offset by an ultimate pessimism about Mail journo comparing pictures of the 
'isms' of any kind . Clark would never join goa teed Lenin and goa teed Clark. Another 
the pack. As Holt has recently told us in the looks on, saying, 'Proving beyond doubt 
Canberra Times (2 September 1999), corre- that Manning Clark is the long-lost son of 
spondence from Clark's time at Harvard in Vladimir Ilyich Lenin.' Clark's goatee 
1978-79 reveals a fascination with that suggested an affinity not with Lenin but 
country broadly similar to his response to Don Quixote, as did the theatrical dress, 
the Soviet Union in 1958-a fascination the hat in particular. Clark was a performer, 
with its creativity and beauty mixed with a lone crusader, and he had windmills to tilt 
fretting and hostility towards the 'bullies'. at. H olt rightly identifies him as an 

One of Clark's earliest 'crimes' was to 'unrepentant romantic', wanting more 
refuse to take sides with th e anti- equality,less mindlessconformityand less 
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spiritual bullying. That's about the nearest 
Clark got to a manifesto. 

But serious critics also fell for the idea 
that C lark was, at leas t intellectually, a 
captive of the Left. Robert Manne reviewed 
Clark's work in the wake of the Order of 
Lenin kerfuffle in the Australian Review of 
Books (October 1996) . He argued that Clark 
had been seriously wronged by the Courier
Mail, reviewed some of his writing and 
concluded with the view that the six 
volumes had slipped from 'originality and 
grandeur' to 'something astonishingly 
simple and banal'. Manne's explanation for 
this slip was itself simple and banal: 'This 
shrinkage was the real cost Clark paid for 
his unresolved lifelong flirtation with 
communism.' A crude Marxism- Leninism 
he had picked up in 'the communist party 
pamphlets of his youth' was to blame. 
Manne's defence of Clark slipped into a 
parody that would have delighted the 
Courier-Mail. There is no evidence for this 
'flirtation' beyond Clark's polymorphous 
engagement with ideas from everywhere. 
Pamphlets! Which pamphlets? And why 
did this 'flirtation ' only take effect late in 
Clark's life? Som ehow, according to Manne, 
it had just risen up and taken over the later 
volumes of the History. The loss of 
'originality and grandeur' however, is a point 

that should be reckoned with. 

W 
Holt is too kind to entertain it. 

HEN VOLUME ONE of his A History of 
Australia appeared in 1962 Clark responded 
to criticism saying he was 'astounded at 
how much his reviewers knew about his 
beliefs in m atters of religion and irreligion, 
he having no fixed views on these matters'. 
Trying to pin down someone whose own 
fait h was so fragile was a precariou s 
business. Clark's customary ambivalence 
about all his beliefs was tied to a gloomy 
sense of all humanity's irrationality and 
fallibility. What recurs in his work is not so 
much the class struggle, though that is 
there, but the eternal human them es of 
evil, loneliness, despair and failure. His 
reading lis t for every one of the six volumes 
w as sizeable and the influences can be 
detected- Byron and Pushkin for volume 
on e, Dick ens, T ennyson , Thackeray, 
Wordsworth and Keats for volumes two 
and three, and so on. But hovering over 
them all was the gloomy perceptiveness of 
D os toevsky which struck a chord in Clark 
like no other. If anything about Russia really 
captured Clark it was pre-revolutionary 
litera ture-Pushkin, Gogol, Tolstoy and 
Chekhov, and Dostoevsky in par ticular. 

When Clark's senior colleague, Professor 
John La Nauze, was asked to review volume 
one, he reputedly said, 'Oh, I haven ' t got 
time for fiction.' La Nauze was the same 
professor who advised Henry Reynolds not 
to take up Aboriginal history because there 
was nothing in it, and who insisted, on 
another occasion, that 'Australia has a 
history before 1788. It is the history of 
Great Britain'. Clark's impact on the 
meaning and significance of Australia was 
profound. He was lighting up the unseen 
and La Nauze could not recognise it. He 
was writing at a time when Australian 
history was about things- land, sheep and 
gold-and when events that mattered were 
thin on the ground-rum rebellion, Eureka, 
maritime strikes, Federation and Gallipoli, 
not much else. Running through volume 
one is the insistence that Australian history 
was about great ideas; it was a place where 
the great value systems of European life 
were being fought out in an entirely new 
context. Humphrey McQueen wrote that 
in A History of Australia, ' the villages of 
Sydney and Hobart assumed the significance 
of Athens or Bethlehem'. 

Like Patrick White in literature, Nolan, 
Drysdale and Boyd in painting, Clark lifted 
our understanding of ourselves to a new 
level. Here was a vision so grand, so powerful 
and so different that reading it was like 
waking up in another land, or seeing your 
own country for the first time. Volume one 
was a wonderful shock. 'Rest assured', Greg 
Dening has written in more recent times, 
' there will never be another word written in 
Australian history that is not in some way 
a response to what he has said.' 

The shock of the n ew and original was 
also evident in Clark 's treatm ent of Asia 
and the co lonising mission of b oth 
Prates tan t and Catholic powers in the Asian 
region before 1788. Clark jolted us by placing 
Australia in Asia. His research in the 1950s 
included work in the libraries and museum s 
of Jakarta, Madras, Benares and Rangoon. 
As Holt explains, Clark's idea was that 
early Australian history was 'part of a wider 
historical interaction between Europeans 
and Asia and was not just an isolated British 
exploit ' . 

When Geoffrey Blainey was under fierce 
a ttack from the Left over his views about 
immigra ti o n , a book of essays was 
publish ed in which one author referred to 
Blainey's books as being widely 'dis trib
uted' . Robert Manne picked up on this in a 
way that illuminates Clark's importance. 
He pointed out that the choice of the word 
' distributed ' was a case of l eft -win g 

self-deception. The correct verb was 
'purchased'. That is, we should use the verb 
'purchased ' to acknowledge Blainey's 
popularity and readability. But it follows 
that critics should do the same for Clark
the most popular Australian historian of 
all . 'The common reader is Clark's true 
power base', writes Stephen Holt. The past 
is precious territory and who controls it is 
a political issue. It is the popular historians, 
therefore, who worry politicians and 
ideologues. Controversy matters to politi
cians only if it engages people beyond the 
universities. Clark's following had critical 
mass. As he explained in his final, unfinished 
work, A Historian 's Apprenticeship (MUP 
1991 ), Clark gave a great deal of thought to 

how to tell the story so it would 

H 
engage the ordinary reader. 

OLT' s so o K follows Clark's 
intellectual development, his academic 
career, his writing and the pursuing contro
versies, in considerable detail. The spiritual 
dimension of Clark's life is also sustained 
up to a point. Anyone wanting to read about 
his life could well start with this delightful 
Short History. My one reservation is that 
Holt is gently partisan to the point of 
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underplaying, and thus not explaining, the 
darker side of what drove Clark, for this 
infl uenced his History in sign ifi cant ways, 
particularly the 'loss of originality and 
grandeur' in the final two volumes. While 
Holt fo llows the agitated cri tics in detail, 
he fails to deal wi th som e of the mos t 
revea ling, and he does not to uch on the 
in tr igui ng clues in A Histo rian 's 
Appren ticeship. 

John Carroll's essay (Quadrant 1982) on 
the 'puritan obsess ions' w hich becam e 
prominent in Clark's History is rancorous 
and ideologica lly driven, but it is also 
extremely powerful. It rightly identifies 
Clark's primary concern- to write about 
the rise of democracy and the future of 
individual freedom in a m ass society which 
had ceased to believe in God. Clark was 
tracing the trajectory, as he understood i t, 
from a god-govern ed to a godless world . He 
wanted to know wh ere this would lead. 
Repe t i tion , ext ravagant lan gu age, and 
som ething of an obsession with the ero tic, 
the violen t and the drunken seem to take 
over late in the project, as does a disdain fo r 
popular cul ture, ordinary people and their 
ordinary doings, in volume six. Carroll does 
not explain the ti ming, but he is much 
closer to the mark than Robert Manne about 
the nature of the change. 

Wha t M anne sees as ' M arx is m 
Leninism' is merely the presen ce of class 
relations in Clark's work. Clark was always 
perceptive in this respect and there is no 
reason to brand his perceptiveness 'Marxist
Leninist', or to blame it on 'pam phlets'. 
T he point, however, is that in the fi nal two 
volumes of the History, class structure is 
the bearer of deeper, existential concerns 
which had come to the fore . 

Why this was so is a good ques tion in 
need of an answer. The answer may have to 
do with Clark's own uncertainties as he 
grew old, and with the disillusionment he 
felt with Australia n politics after Whi tlam. 
'Are we ana tion of bastards?' he had written 
in 1976. If any 'pamphlets' retu rned to 
capture him late in life they may have been 
chapters from the Bible. In A Historian 's 
Apprenticeship he quoted fro m Genesis, 
'The imagination of man's heart is evi l 
from his youth ', and described Marxis t 
h istorians as 'the ones who wanted to 
substitute a superficial certain ty for a 
profound doubt'. Further on he compared 
himself to Gibbon: 'His subject was the 
triumph of Christianity and barbarism. 
Mine was the more modest one of the bizarre 
and humiliating contradictions in the lives 
of all of us. ' 

Clark frequently reasserted these deeper 
concerns in the form of an argument with 
Marxists or the Left. One final quotation : 

So when the believers on the Left told me 
they dreamed of how 'beaut ' things would 
be under socialism, I wa nted to tell them 
my dreams were of shameful deeds in the 
pas t, and I wanted to be told how the dir ty 
slate could be washed clean. 

Stephen Holt's A Short History should 
be read in conjunction with Clark's fina l, 
unfinished work, wi th careful atten tion to 
both the language and its textual settings. • 

Peter Cochrane is an Associate of Australian 
Heritage Projects and a freelan ce writer based 
in Sydney. He is co-curating the exhi bition 
' Belo ngin g' and editin g the National 
Library's Conversing with a Nation . 

BooKs: 3 

PAuL C o LLI NS 

Papal diplomat 
Hitler's Pope: The Secret History of Pins XII, Jo hn Corn we ll , 

London: Penguin, 1999. ISBN 0 670 87620 8, RRP $39.95 

WN P•u' XII [ 1 939~1 958) died in 
1958 many Catholics felt that a saintly, 
almost 'divine' pope had passed to a richly 
deserved heavenly reward. Even before hi s 
papal election, as Cardinal Secretary of State, 
Eugenio Pacelli had always seemed so serene 
and unworldly that it was almos t impossible 
to imagine him losing h is temper, let alone 
throwing a tantrum and having a screaming 
match with a visiting German politician. 

Yet that is apparently what happened 
on the morning of 8 Augu st 193 1. Pacelli's 
visitor that day was D r Heinrich Bn:.ining, 
German Chancellor and ra ther conservative 
Ca tholic Cen tre Party (Zentrumspartei) 
politician. He led a country in crisis caugh t 
up in th e Depression , rampant inflation, 
un empl oy m ent and the in creasi ngly 
th reatening growth of the N azi Party . 

Brl.ining, whose Memoirs are the source 
of this story, says that Pacelli dem anded 
that h e seek Nazi support for h is m inority 
government so that h e could out-vote the 
Socialists and smaller part ies and fulfil the 
Secretary of State's favo uri te scheme, a 
co ncorda t be tween Germany and th e 
Va tican . Bruning bluntly refused to do this. 
He considered it unrea listici he had m uch 
more pressing priori ties and he was utterly 
unwilling to comprom ise with Nazism. 

On leaving Pacelli, the Ch ancellor 
commented acidly that h e hoped that 'the 
Vatican would fare bet ter at the hands of 
Hitler than with himself, a devou t Catholic'. 

As a devout Catholic, Brl.ining probably 
und e rs too d Pacell i 's po li tica l and 
dipl om atic attitudes be t ter than most 
politicians. In a revealing passage abo ut the 
Cardi nal, later excised fro m his Memoirs, 
Bri.ining commented: 

All successes (Pacelli believed) could only 
be attained by papal diplomacy. The system 
of concordats led him and the Vatican to 
despise democracy and the parliamentary 
syste m ... Rigid governments, rig id 
centra lization, and rigid treaties were 
supposed to int roduce an era of stable order, 
an era of peace and quiet. 

This notion is refl ected in the comment 
of Pacelli 's predecessor as Cardinal Secretary 
of Sta te, Pietro Gasparri, that it was always 
easier to deal with dictatorial governments 
w hich were completely predictable, than 
with democracies which were characterised 
by shifting parties, policies and opinions . 
These comments revea l a lot about the 
atti tudes of Vatican diplomats in this period. 

Brl.in ing's observation points us in the 
direction of the real m otiva ti on of Pius XII. 
The strength of Cornwell 's unfortunately 
ti tled book is that he sketches an ambience 
in which we unders tand why Pope Pacelli 
acted the way he did, not only with regard 
to the Jews, but also why he was willing to 
compromise with Hitler. We also see why 
he de liberately destroyed Germany's 
Catholic Centre Party, the one possible 
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The diplomatic Pope: Pius XII receiving at the Vatican , 1939. 

focus of opposition to Nazism. Pacelli saw 
no place for Catholics in democratic politics 
because they were not under the direct 
control of the Vatican. 

Cornwell also stresses Pacelli 's notion 
of papal authority. Like the other popes this 
century, he saw the church essentially as a 
juridical, hierarchical, centralised bureau
cracy, a 'perfect society' complete in itself. 
It was the task of the pope to rule this 
society from the solitude of an exalted 
authoritarianism. The popes were pro
foundly distrustful of democracy and any 
form of politics independent of papal con
trol. Even local hierarchies, as the German 

bishops discovered from 1933 onwards, were 
to be largely left out of negotiations with 
their government . 

As Pacelli's friend and allay, Monsignor 
Ludwig Kaas, commented: 

In the state there is the leadership 
principle; at the Vatican the same holds. If 
parliamentarianism continues to rule in 
the episcopate, the church will be the one 
to suffer. 

Cornwell's book is weakest when it 
tries to argue that Pius XII was essentially 
anti -Semitic. In the pre-War period, Pacelli 
manifes ted the kind of traditional Catholic 

anti-Judaism that can be found among right
wing Catholics of the period. As Ronald 
Modras has pointed out in The Catholic 
Church and Anti-Semitism: Poland 1933-
1939 (1994), Jews were caricatured as anti
Catholic liberals committed to world 
domination in league with the Masons. 

Cornwell quotes a number of instances 
where, after the war broke out, Pius XII 
clearly failed to speak out, the most telling 
of which for me are the massacres of 
Orthodox, Jews and Gypsies perpetrated by 
the Pavelic regime in Croatia. Cornwell 
shows that information gradually accumu
lated in the Vatican about the carrying out 
of the 'final solution' all over Europe. But 
the Pope still failed to speak out. Why? 

Hitler's Pope argues that it was because 
of Pacelli 's long-standing anti-Jewishness . 
I suspect the truth was more complex and 

related to other elements in Pacelli 's 

I 
personality and theology. 

HAVE FOUND Carlo Falconi's The Silence 
of Pius XII ( 1970) more enlightening on this 
question of Pacelli and the Holocaust. 
Falconi suggests that, psychologically and 
spiritually, the Pope was placed in an 
appalling moral dilemma which was height
ened by his personal spirituality. While he 
never doubts his sincerity, Falconi suggests 
that Pacelli's religious attitude derived from 
a dogmatic and juridical view of religion, 
rather than from a mystical or prophetic 
one. Cornwell would agree with this. 

Falconi blames the cardinal electors of 
1939 who felt that the Church needed a 
diplomat to deal with the Nazis and the 
in tern a tional si tuation . He makes the 
interesting argument that since the Nazis 
scorned diplomacy, a diplomat was the last 
type of person the Church needed . He 
suggests that what was needed was someone 
who was prepared to risk everything in the 
establish ed Church to make a stand against 
the evil that N azism represented. In other 
words-a papal prophet! Unfortunately such 
popes are few and far between. 

While Hitler's Pope is certainly not the 
final word on Pius XII, its great strength is 
that it places the Pope in the broader context 
of the development of the papacy over the 
last 150 years and it has a rea l sense of the 
ecclesiological issues that underli e the 
politics. 

It is also clear and readable-always 
a plus for tho se of u s who va lu e 
communication. • 

Paul Collins MSC is a priest, au thor and 
broadcaster. 
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BooKs 

B RU CE D u CAN 

Mal<ing capitalism 
This spendingofthe accountable 
best part of one's life 

. . 
earn1ng money 1n 

order to enjoy a 

questionable liberty 

during the least 

valuable part of it 

remin ds me of the 

Englishman who 

went to India to 

make a fortune first , 

in order that he might 

return to England and 

live the life of a poet. 

He sh ould have gone 

up garret at once. 

-Henry David Thoreau 

(1817-62), Walden , 

or Life in the Woods, 1854 

Jobs of Our Own: Building a Stake-Holder Society. 
Alternatives to the Market and the State, Race Mathews, 

Pluto Press, Sydney, 1999. 

I ISBN 1 86403 064 X, RRI' $24 95 

N f oas OF O uR O wN, Race Mathews neglected writers, but to recovertheferment 
refl ec ts t h e widespread concern th at of ideas in the early labour movement, 
economic power is increasingly being especially the long debate between sociali st 
concen trated in the hands of internationa l a nd distributis t writers, n ot ably tha t 
corporations. How then can capitalism be between G.B. Shaw and G.K . Ch esterton. 
m ade accountable, so that it truly serves Essen tially, Mathews is trying to remove 
the human flourishing of all human beings, the historica l lens of the Cold War clash 
and does not becom e an omnipoten t global with comm unis m whi ch so colou red 
m as ter? perceptions of earlier socialist movem ents. 

Mathews has spent mu ch of his life in The Marxist- Leninist version of collectiv-
federal and state poli tics and in recent years ism is now largely abandoned as an epic 
has championed a new look at mutualism tragedy, with practitioners of its bloody 
and co-operatives as m eans to tam e the ideology also massacring i ts ideals. Bu t in 
excesses of capitalism . terms of both ideology and politics, what 

Jobs of O ur Own seeks to recover can now check an unres tra ined capitalism ? 
neglected currents in labour and British M a th e w s h as ret urn ed to earl ie r 
history, particularly in th e dis tributist traditio ns of ociali t th o ught w hich 
wri ters, G .K. Ches terton and Hilaire Belloc, embra ced the idea ls of social equ i ty, 
though not u ncritically . Dis tributi sm human rights, freedom and responsibili ty, 
wanted ownersh ip of productive property especially as articulated th rough the socia l 
widely distributed am ong ordinary people conscience of the Anglica n and Catholic 
and not concentra ted in the hands of the churches. However, he realises that for 
rich or thes tate. Mathewssees di t ri butism di s trib ut is t ideas to work , t hey must 
'as a contribution to debate about Third reconcile ' the m ora l case for greater dem o-
Way politics,s take-holder society and alter- cracy in the workplace wi th the 
natives to the m arket and the tate' (px). M requirements of productivity' (p4) . 

N ot a Ca tholic him self, Mathews traces 
the links between British distribu tism and A THEWS INVESTIGATES closely how the 
Catholic thinkers, particularly Pope Leo co-operative idea has worked in two of i ts 
XIII in h is 189 1 social encyclical, Rerum m ost notable experiments, the Antigonish 
Novarum, and Pius XI in Quadragesim o Movement in Nova Scotia, Canada, and in 
Anno ( 193 1) which stressed the anti -statist Spain 's Mondragon, both heavily influenced 
principle of subsidiarity-in other words by Catholic ideas of spreading ownersh ip as 
that the exercise of power in organisa tions wid ely as p oss ib le . Th e A nti gonish 
sh ould devolv e t o th e lowes t l eve l Co-operative Movement fa il ed by the 1990s 
prac ti cable. becau se of w h a t M a th ews ca ll s t h e 

M at h ews offe r s c h apt e rs o n t h e 'Rochdale cul -de-sac', meaning that when 
increasing concern abou t poverty in the the owner-workers handed over control of 
19th century, on the English Cardinal Henry their co-operatives to profes ional bureauc-
Manning and Cecil Ches terton, on Belloc, racies, the ' agency' problem emerged, with 
G.K. Ches terton and later distributism. His the in teres ts of managers and the worker-
ques t is not an antiquarian one, to resurrect owners diverging. In recent years, as in 
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Australia, many mutual aid societies have 
been demutualised, to the great financial 
benefit of the managers. 

Despite the history of the eventual 
failures of most co-operatives, can they be 
made to world Yes, says Mathews, and 
instances the extraordinary Mondragon 
co-operatives in the Basque region of Spain. 
They worked where others have fail ed 
because they devised methods to counter 
the agency dilemma and maintain the direct 
involvement of worker-owners. Indeed, 
Mondragon has continually reinvented 
itself, m oving into high-tech areas of 
production. It is currently the ninth largest 
business group in Spain, employing 30,000 
workers and with sales of almost $6 billion. 

Mathews has not here attempted to 
review the influence of Catholic social 
thought in general on the co-operative 
movement. Thi s would require an 
examination of Catholic movem ents in 
Europe, and especially Germany after World 
War II with its co-determination schemes, 
and the cross-fertilisation between Catholic 
and Social Democratic social traditions. 
However, this would be worth exploring, 
especially in view of th e increasing 
convergence between Catholic and Social 
Democrat proposals for the reform of 
capitalism. 

Mathews adds a striking 
quote from Pope John Paul II, 
speaking in Cuba in 1998: 'For 
many of the political and eco
nomic systems operative today, 
the greatest challenge is still that 
of combining freedom and social 
justice, freedom and solidarity, 
so that no-one is relegated to a 
position of inferiority' (p236) . 

Indeed. It is a m essage that 
the Pope has propagated in prac
tically every country he has 
visited in many hundreds of 
speeches, and in his encyclicals. 
The gap between rich and poor, 
and how to make the global 
economy truly serve the human 
needs of everyone, or-as he puts 
it- how to make capital serve 
labour, is one of his most persist
ent themes. This message has 
been keenly welcomed in Third 
World countries, but is generally 
ignored by the Western m edia. 

fully entitled to consider themselves a part
owner of the great workbench at which 
they are working with everyone else. A way 
towards that goal could be found by 
associating labour with the ownership of 
capital, as far as possible .. . ' (par. 14). He 
sees the churches, in dialogu e with the 
leaders of the other great world religions, as 

providing a moral framework for 

S 
this reform. 

INCE THE COLLAPSE of the Soviet Union, 
hop es that a more humane form of 
capitalism might urgent! y redirect resources 
to abolish absolute forms of poverty 
everywhere have been dashed. Global 
restructuring continues apace, but in whose 
long-term interests? 

As the economist Jeffrey Sachs wrote 
recently in the New York Times, since 1996 
the stock marke t w ealth of the rich 
countries grew by more than $5 trillion, 
more than 50 times the debt owned by the 
42 poorest countries with a total population 
of 700 million people. Yet in that same 
period until the June 1999 debt remission of 
$70 billion, the Wes t had written off only 
$200 million for just two countries (Bolivia 
and Uganda). Who can doubt that this is a 
spectacular failure of moral responsibility 

by the West, resulting in literally millions 
of unnecessary deaths and an astonishing 
toll of human suffering? 

It is urgent that those convinced of the 
need to foster more widespread ownership 
in the m ean s of production work out 
realistic ways to do so, and oppose the 
increasing concentration of wealth in the 
hands of the few, with the consequent risk 
of undermining democracy and civil 
harmony. We have escaped the apocalyptic 
revenge of communism against the abuses 
of an earlier capitalism . Unless we can 
redress present injustices between rich and 
poor, other spectres may arise, in a n ew and 
terrible form . 

Jobs of Our Own deserves seriou s 
thought about ways of reversing the 
increasing concentration of wealth, and 
hence political power. Is it too fanciful to 
hope that by the end of the 21st century, our 
descendants will regard widespread owner
ship of property and the consequent exercise 
of social and political responsibility as the 
normal prerequisites for civilised living? • 

Bruce Duncan cssR lectures on history and 
social ethics at Yarra Theological College, 
Melbourne, and works also for Catholic 
Social Services. 

As John Paul explained in his 
198 1 encyclical , On human 
work, the aim is truly to socialise 
property, that is, 'when on the 
basis of their work each person if 

Photo (a bove) and quote (left) from The Oxford Book of Work, edited by Keith Thomas. 
Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1999. ISBN 0 19 214217 8, RRP $59.95 
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Boy zone 
Erskineville Kings, dir. Alan White. The 
idea of Australian 'mascu linity' as some
thing to be examined or ques tioned has 
been garnering a certain amount of attention 
in the past few years, not only in academic 
circl es, but in the medi a and popular culture. 
The ABC's Secret Men 's Business is one 
recent example from the small screen. Alan 
White's debu t feature film, Erskineville 
Kings, offers som e similar issues u p on the 
big screen. 

The story revolves around two brothers, 
Barky (played by Marty Denniss, who also 
wrote the scrip t ) and Wace (the all -singing, 
all-dancing Hugh Jackman). It begins with 
Barky's re turn hom e for their father' s 
funeral, following a two-year absence from 
the family he had left to escape his father's 
violence and anger. Barky and Wace's 
interactions are the core of the film- Wace 
hos tile, resentful, and determinedly fixed 
in his im age of their family; Barky on the 
other hand wanting to open up old wounds. 

Ersl<ineville Kings explores these issues 
in a series of increasingly hosti le conversa
tion between the two m en as they thrash 
out their conflicting ideas of family, of their 
parents and of each other. Unfortunately, 
the script's origin as a stage play betra ys 
itself in what is largely a series of tableaux: 
th e lounge-room conversation, the bar 
conversa tion, the pool-room conversation, 
and so on . Despite White's attempts to 
position the characters in the resolutely 
urban Erskineville, the overtly composed 
and planned framing of each shot makes 

each scene look like a 
th eatrical se t , eve n 
though the film was 
shot largely on loca tion . 

Worst of all, there 's 
som ething terribly un
satisfying in the film 's 
exploration of the idea 
about masculinity and 
relation between m en 
that it sets itself up to 
examine. The tradition
ally inarticula te and 
emotionally inexpres
sive Au stra lian male 
poses some real problems 
for anyone wanting to 
explore h im as a charac
ter; if you present him 
as expressive enough to 
explore an issue, then 

you've already misrepresented him . Whi te 
falls into this trap, perhaps unavoidably, 
and in doi ng so gives us a et of characters 
who simply ring fa lse, as staged and posed 
as the framing of the fi lm itself. These are 
issues worth exploring; Erskineville King 
just doesn 't quite get there. 

- Allan James Thomas 

Up the jungle 
In A Savage Land, dir. Bill Bennett . 'A 
romantic epic in the tradition of The English 
Patient', my foot. Two anthropologists, 
Evelyn Spence (Maya Stange, pictured 
above) and her husband Dr Phillip Spence 
(Martin Donova n ), journey to Papua N ew 
Guinea's Trobriand Islands to study a 
matrilineal society. Evelyn soon discovers 
that the 'primitive' culture she is studying 
may grant enormous status to women, but 
h er own 'civi lised' cu lture and , m ore 
particularly, her husband, do not . Quickly 
we discover that In A Savage Land is to be 
an exploration of a white woman's coming
of-age set against an exotic and artfully 
contrasting backdrop. 

Mick (Rufus Sewell), th e island ' 
res ident rou gh -n eck pearl fisher and, 
su rprise surpri se, a kind of God figure to the 
locals, infuriates Phillip (envy) and intrigues 
Evelyn (temptation). He just seemed a 
private school boy on surviva l camp to me. 
In response to her husband 's lack of interest 
in her research (Phillip regards her as little 
more than his secretary) Evelyn decides to 
leave the village and venture into the 
highlands to study a group of headhunters. 
In order to locate them Evelyn enlists the 
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help of Mick, and-you guessed it- their 
love blossom s on the muddy jungle paths. 

It isn ' t long before all falls apart between 
Evelyn and the headhunters, and Phillip 
realises he has lost a great typist and the 
Trobriand women realise how bankrupt 
Phillip's studies are and the war brea ks out 
and everyone's white linen is look ing a 
little crumpled and ... 

In A Savage Land is well-meant but 
planking. The sexual and cultural politics 
of colonialism are explored with all the vim 
and vision of a museum diorama. The film 's 
centre suffers from being too serious, th e 
periphery suffers from being too light . The 
sm all clu tch of colonial/ m issionary types 
goofing about in baggy shorts are hard to 
take seriously at the best of times and close 
to 'Carry On' at the worst . 

-Siobhan Jackson 

Chaps and mishaps 
Affliction, dir. Paul Schrader. In a central, 
excruciating scene in Affliction, Schrader 
has his less-than-hero, Wade Whitehouse 
(N ick Nolte), skol a whi ky, wrench out an 
aching molar with a pair of blue-handled 
pliers, glare at the offending tooth as though 
it were a fault in nature, then gargle more 
whisky and spit blood. The scene could be 
grotesqu e but it isn ' t because Nolte's 
performance is so finely balanced between 
fury and pathos, a nd so physically 
convincing. He twists his square body to 
register gradation s of angst, lurching 
through the film (se t in bl ea k New 
Hampshire) in half-laced snow boots, look
ing all th e while as though he is go ing to trip 
over himself. Which he does. Dreadfully. 

A ffliction is another of Paul Schrader's 
exploration s of impacted masculinity 
(following his screenplays for Scorsese's 
Raging Bull and Taxi Driver ). Curious then, 
that the screenplay (writ ten by Schrader 
and based on a novel by Russell Banks) 
should let the film down. Nolte could hardly 
have worked harder. His character has 
enough awkward hum anity to keep us 
sympathetic-well alm os t-even when he 
sets fire to his father (played convincingly 
as an unregenerate drunk and wife/child 
basher by James Coburn ). And in one gentle 
scen e with Margie, his girlfriend (Sissy 
Spacek, who is excellent but under-used), 
you get enough of the whole man to gauge 
what is los t when Wade staggers in to 
compounding violence, losing love and 
conn ection. Willem Dafoe, as Wad e's 
damaged, sensitive brother Glen, plays an 



oddly angled part- a sidetrack that the film 
seem s unable to follow. He is also the 
voice-over of the narrative, just one of 
severa l clumsy devices-overdon e 
fla shback is another- that pins an otherwise 
good film down. 

-Morag Fraser 

Colour me 
groovy 

Yellow Submarine, dir. George Dunning 
(1968). This amiable bit of stuff has been 
clean ed up, digitally remastered and released 
around the world on big screen, video and 
DVD. Strangely, Dunning and the two 
scriptwrit er s, Al Brodax and Jack 
Mendelsohn, seem to have done little else 
be ide this. Dunning died in 1979. 

Being a fervent Bea tles lover, I saw 
Yellow Submarine in 1968 when the 
psychedelia look was a new thing. (Except, 
of course, that it wasn't exactly new-it 
was a kind of reinterpreted Art Nouveau, 
with its neat, sensu ous curves 
describing the ineffable: a sort 
of calligraphy of infinity, per
hap s.) Yellow Submarine 
diluted Art N ouveau 's jewel 
palette to frivolous pastels, 
jaunty oranges and knicker 
pinks. 

The time was ripe for 
Submarine's return: the kids 
of the '90s sensory overload 
have rediscovered psyche
delia through the A us tin 
Powers movi es, which 
cleverly recreated the look of 
Carn aby Street, without, 
h owever, b ein g abl e to 
recreate the sense of taboo
breaking optimism that 
tingled in our blood in those 
days . 

Something that Submarine was always 
good for was a sense of buoyant expectancy: 
everything was going to be all right, people 
had all realised that war, inequality and 
sexual repression were not just wrong but 
silly, and Utopia was just around the corner. 
So there was nos talgia as I watched the Blue 
Meanies make war on the happy hedonists 
of Pepperland, and get vanquished by the 
power of music, love and the word 'yes'. 
I remember thinking in 1968 that the 
animation seem ed stiff, but realised this 
was m eant to be kind of arty. That aspect of 
Submarine now looks very fresh : kids used 
to South Park won' t be hankering after 
Disney's counterfeit-reality images. The 

film is a delight to the eye, just damn good 
fun to watch. If you still like Monty Python 
reruns you 'll probably en joy this, and you 'll 
see where T erry Gilliam got som e of his 
influences. 

Submarine's plot is simple, and there is 
some unreconstructed hero-worship in the 
use of the Bea tles as heroes, saviours. But if 
that jars at first, there is som e very nice 
dialogue, playing around with philosophy, 
touching even on profundities, no less. 

-Juliette Hughes 

Scarlet runners 
Run Lola Run, dir. T om Tykwer. Lola 
(Franka Po tente) and Manni (Moritz 
Bleibtreu) are petty crims in love, in Berlin . 
Manni's blond hair is growing out; Lola's 
red hair is like sports-car duco. Lola is fast 
and furious, Manni is a nang. Manni is the 
sort of 'bagman' who accidentally leaves 
plastic bags full of other people's money on 

the train for the local 
derro bagman to pick up. 
Derrrrr. Manni's redistri
bution of wealth i s 
admirab le, but n ot 
appreciated by the bald 
psycho he is working for. 
Manni has 20 minutes to 
live. Run, Lola, mn! 

Run Lola Run 
presents three versions 
of these strangely com
pelling events, with each 
episode spiralling in an 
entirely different direc
tion. With a jumpy mix 
of animation, montage, 
grainy video, luscious 
film and hair colours, 
Run Lola Run is a bright 
but bumpy ride. A con

tagious soundtrack does a lot to keep Lola 
running in the right direction- two gun
toting punk kids running slow-rna to the 
strains of 'What a Difference the Day Makes' 
can be enormously affecting and funny. 

The sam e cannot be said for the possible 
futures dotted throughout the film. As Lola 
runs through the bleak urban landscapes of 
Berlin she bumps (literally) into various 
characters whose futures are shown in a 
series of fla shed images. With each sub-
equent episode, different possible futures 

are flashed, combining the lightweigh t 
bizarre with verbose social comment. Either 
way this exercise was a gentle irritant. 

Lola relies heavily on our attachment to 

the two romantic leads. Lola's curling 
mouth and flushed desperation had my 
complete attention. Manni, unfortunately, 
didn't seem worth all the effort. He would 
have had m e jogging at bes t. 

-Siobhan Jackson 

Fries with that 
McLibel: Two Worlds Collide, dir. Franny 
Armstrong. The young director of thi s film 
go t up and answered ques tions at the end of 
a screening in Melbourne. She said that her 
father had been a filmmaker but switched 
his interest to the internet. So he had a pile 
of equipment sitting around unused. 
Armstrong borrowed it and started to follow 
the fortunes of two nobodies who were 
beginning to edge into the news . They were 
Helen Steel, a part-tim e bar worker, and 
Dave Morris, a single dad, who had just 
been sued by the McDonald's corporation 
for distributing a leafl et claiming that 
McDonald 's food was unh ealth y, its 
practices environmentally vandalistic, its 
employm ent practi ces unju s t , it s 
adverti ing exp loit at iv e, and so on. 
McDonald's wanted an apology. They got 
the longes t trial in the history of the British 
legal system. They had millions to spend. 
Helen and Dave were broke. But they tuck 
it out for years . Franny Armstrong tuck it 
out as well. 

The McLibel trial has been an ongoing 
public relations disas ter for McDonald's. It 
spawned the website www .mcspotlight.org, 
where, among other things, millions of 
vis itors h ave wa tch ed as McDonald's 
workers engage in the kind of discussions 
which are not allowed in their workplace. It 
has lent impetus to campaigns in Australia 
such as the 'McMatch and Win' trial and 
efforts to prevent McDonald's opening in 
certain locations. 

This is an amazing fi lm, partly because 
of the sheer dogged commitment of both of 
the people it portrays and the fi lmmaker 
herself. N eedless to say, TV and oth er 
networks in Britain have given it a pretty 
wide berth. Apparently , they have 
advertising revenue to protect. It may also 
be difficult to catch in Australia, although 
it can be found at www.spanner .org/ 
mclibel/, if you don' t mind watching films 
through magnifying glasses. McLibel is 
funny, serious, comic and tragic. It offers a 
close encounter with people who give a 
damn and that is an uplifting experience. It 
may also ch ange the way you eat. 

-Michael McGirr SJ 
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Streets ahead 
L TITAN<C nwly mcph,n<d 
my father before she ever left the 
dock. My grandfather was a 
boilermaker, and in 1910 he went 
over to Belfast from England to 
work at Harland & Wolff's ship-
yard on the unsinkable wonder. 

The family story goes (Hughes oral tradition is as reliable or 
unreliable as any other) that he was working (making a boiler, no 
doubt) on the huge ship when he was suddenly hailed from above. 
He looked up the ladder and saw a man holding a bucket of red-hot 
rivets . 'Carthlic er Prodestant?' demanded the man, tilting the 
bucket. My grandfather, a devout Catholic alcoholic, snapped back, 
'I'm an Englishman! ' The bigot shrugged and went back to work, 
leaving my grandfather to reflect upon the Irish (my grandmother 
was a Caffery) but not, I think, to question the value of an organised 
religion that can make you end up with a skull full of hot metal. We 
never did find out what side my grandfather's inquisitor was on. 
I think he must have been an Orangeman because a Catholic would 
definitely have had a go at an Englishman. There are long, long 
m emories in Ireland, and they don't remember anything much that 
was good. 

Eureka Street the BBC TV mini-series (ABC Sundays 8.30pm) 
came as a pleasant surprise to Eureka Street the magazine. It was 
no surprise, however, to find that the Belfast street eponymous to 
the series was as shabby as the one here in Richmond. I doubt very 
much if there are Eureka Streets in Toorak, North Shore, Mayfair, 
or whatever is the posh part of Belfast: such places prefer Strands, 
Boulevards, Drives and Avenues. There's a sense of discovery, free 
inquiry, disdain for mere fac;:ade, a bolshieness about a Eureka 
Street. It resonates with images, however apocryphal, of a dripping, 
naked Archimedes running out of the house, shouting his triumph 
that he'd discovered a piece of the nature of things. 

For Australians there is also the image of ordinary people 
rejecting tyranny and corruption, rebelling romantically under a 
blue flag with stars in a shape that the Northern Hemisphere 
couldn't see. Things were going to be different for the people who 
fled or were shed by the old world. 

And it was different, and continues to be. Here in Richmond, 
half of the businesses backing on to Eureka Street are owned by 
Vietnamese; Australia is far more polyglot than any old-world 
country, and there is a tolerance of different cultures and religions 
that would be unthinkable in many other places. Like Belfast. 

Eureka Street the program (ESTP) is a sharp reminder (if the 
news weren' t enough) that hatred is a powerful fuel. The hero, Jake 
Jackson, is a repo man, stalking his impecunious prey with a team 
of thickies. Economic problems seen in microcosm can be tragic: 
ESTP sees them comically, victims enraged or nonchalant rather 
than crushed. Up yours, they seem to say-who steals my telly 
steals trash. 

Jake has a heart, and like my grandfather, the sense to shut up 
about being a Catholic when around his rabid Orange mate, whose 
recurring nightmare is of the Pope coming to his door (like a repo 
man in fact) and forcing him to drink Communion wine. Later the 
rabid one fantasises that since AIDS was killing all the gays, and 
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sickle-cell anaemia killing all the blacks, that there was a perfect 
way to get rid of all Catholics- poison the Communion wafers. A 
heart grown brutal indeed. 

Jake's fat friend Chucky has different fantasies : h e wants riches 
and beautiful women and, being no Adonis, is unlikely to get the 
latter without the former. The scam which makes him rich and 
nets a blonde for his bed is not new: advertise a grossly named sex 
toy, rake in the money, send the dupes nothing, and then bank their 
cash safely- few people will pursue you for a refund because no-one 
wants to see an item titled 'Great Big Dildo Company' on one's 
bank statement. Chucky excites the interest of Findlater, a financial 
adviser. Findlater will do the creative accounting while Chucky 
dreams up and sells his Irish Sea bubbles to quangos . Victorians 
must surely be thinking of Tricon when they watch it .. . 

Eureka Street the program is in the tradition of so m any good 
films and programs dealing with Ireland, North or South. Roddy 
Doyle's novels have made great films (The Commitments, The 
Snapper, etcetera) and ESTP is of that ilk, although based in Belfast 
rather than Dublin. What ESTP shows, as if we didn' t know it like 
our alphabets already, is that Northern Ireland is still Ireland, 
dominated though it is by British transplants . The urgency, the 
scatological energy of the speech, the pervading sense of corrosive 
deprivation, all belong both to North and South, Catholic and 
Protestant. The deprivation began in old oppressions and grew in 
the hatred born of oppression's memories. But essential to peace 
anywhere is a big dose of amnesia, and the Irish are too good at 

remembering. Stuck in the past, the big haters must evolve 

E 
or destroy themselves. 

VOLUTION IS THE KEYSTONE OF Walking With Dinosaurs (ABC 
Sundays 7.30pm). If you liked the animation in Jurassic Park (and 
whatever the limitations of the plot, the sight of dinosaurs grazing 
or stampeding was exciting and revelatory) then you and the young 
fry will be glued to the set for this one. 

Kenneth Branagh is the narrator, a tad fruity at times, but 
instructive regarding pronunciation of names such as diplodocus, 
emphasis PLOD. The makers have avoided that premier ennui trap 
of all nature do cos, thehuman-getting-into-4WD or human-talking
to-camera shots (what are voiceovers for if not to avoid talking 
heads?) and use the Attenborough technique of concentrating on 
the animals. The result is fantastic. I don't know how scientifically 
solid are these reconstructions of dinosaurs ' lives and habits, but 
they are fascinating artefacts at any rate. The habits of animals 
known to us are used as templates for the drama : diplodocus acts 
very like an elephant; raptors behave very like hyenas or even 
lions. 

The result is a cogent, vivid drama that entices the eye all the 
time, placing this unimaginably ancient world manageably before 
us: 'Oxfordshire, 152,000,000 BC' for instance. You'll switch on the 
answering machine during this program, reflecting on how little a 
time the bald ape has walked the planet, wondering perhaps 
whether the great lizards in their hundred-million-year reign knew 
something we don't. • 

Juliette Hughes is a freelance reviewer. 



Eureka Street Cryptic Crossword no. 78, November 1999 

Devised by Joan Nowotny IBVM 
ACROSS 
1. Slippery-sounding country-used to be 4-across. (6) 
4. A state of harmony about the beginning of the century. (8) 
9. Heavenly drink that can bring on trance. (6) 
10. & 1-down. Representative of 4-across in country such as 13-across. 

(8,7 ) 
12. Keepsake features bar inside; 10-across & 1-down not needed here. (8) 
13. Is girl able to stay in this country? (6) 
15. See about driver's licence, for example, at the bathing spot. (4) 
16. Make mention of the objective with little hesitation-it is a 

popular choice. ( 10) 
19. Greens ' cure can bring about new life. (10) 
20. It can be cast in a post box even before the day of 16-across (4) . 
23. Pay the rent or possibly vacate the premises. This is a warning! (6) 
25. Invigorate your life by mixing greens, that is, vegetables, in your 

diet. (8) 
27. When Tom's house leaders were burgled, their hearts beat wildly. (8) 
28. Dramatic lawyer brought back first-class wine. (6) 
29. Handsome fellow batting is no more than a spectator' (6-2) 
30. When conveyed by 10-across and 1-down, it is said to be royal. (6) 
DOWN 
1. See 10-across. 
2. With directions on both sides, top commercial displayed a series of pranks. (9) 
3. Card gam e inclined to pack in unpleasant atmosphere? (6) 

Solu tion to Crossword no. 77, October 1999 

5. Do or die for American aroma! (4) 
6. Means to make statement on dates. (8) 
7. Scot's expression of inability to name tropical plant. (5) 
8. When the sun goes over it, it's time for sailors' toast! A dram may suffice. (7) 
11. Form of meditation practised within broad parameters by those who show 

the marks of time. (7) 
14. Pour the wine without disturbing the first bit of sediment within, 

meanwhile delivering a discourse' (7) 
17. He will make no effort, we hear, but still wants to get to the church on 

time! (9) 
18 . Before taking a stroll, read the introduction on the way to 20-across at the 

16-across. (8) 
19 . Enumeration of person's defects, such as being a liar etc.-so to speak! (7) 
21. Chic model, e.g. Antonia, paraded inside. (7) 
22. In former French province, art is inclusive of love. (6) 
24. Sign that six are to leave, apparently. (5) 
26. 20-across changed from affirmative, possibly, to negative definitely! (4) 
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Special Book Offer 

A COMMON HUMANITY: 
THINKING ABOUT LOVE & TRUTH & JUSTICE 

In this marvellous and challenging book, Raimond Gaita (author of Romulus, 
My Father) discusses ideas about love and hatred, good and evil, guilt and 
forgiveness. Reflecting on concepts of racism, genocide, justice, truth and 

truthfulness, he raises questions about our search for lucidity and m eaning in 
life. As his focus moves from Mabo and land rights to the Holocaust and the 
stolen children, Gaita argues that our deepest sen se of a common humanity 

depends on the understanding that every human life is precious. 
Moving, wise and inspiring, A Common Humanity explores personal, political 

and philosophical ideas about the kind of society and the sort of public 
conversation we might have in the 21st century. 

Thanks to Text Publishing, Eureka Street has 10 copies of 
A Common Humanity to give away. 

Just put your name and address on the back of an envelope and send it to: 
Eureka Street November Book Offer, PO Box 553, VIC, 3121. 

Spirit Dream is about who we are as Australians and 
what we are becoming, culturally, socially, politically, 
economically, in our lifestyle, values, justice, ethics and 
spirituality. 

wealth of our nation's leading presenters, writers and 
ts from within the Church and wider commw1ity 

rovide keynote ad dresses, workshops and creative 
on issues relevant to our identity, spirituality and 
The aims of this Gathering are to provide a 

cutting-edge arena where people can: 

and celebrate the spirit of wh o we are as 
and what we hope to become 

articulate and express our issues, concerns and 
lon gings in open, inclusive dialogue which promotes 
mutual understanding and accep tance 

~ embody and promote the values of openness, 
inclusivity, reconcilia tion and justice 

~ imagine and claim our hopes and dreams for the 
21't century. 

Spirit Dream is being hosted by The Shekinah Creative Centre which began in 
1991 as a registered non-profit organisation working in the Church and the wider 
community in the area of Spirituality and the Arts, with particular emphasis on 
our Australian Spirituality. Shekinah is an ancient Hebrew word referring to the 
visible presence of God in our world. 

For Programme and Registration Contact: 
The Shekinah Creative Centre 

Phone (02) 9484 0252 Fax (02) 9481 9179 
PO Box 54 Thornleigh , NSW 2120 

I SSN 1036-1758 
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